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Steve May

Dazzer Plays On
Steve May, Mammoth,
192pp, 074973431 0,
£4.99 pbk
Danny and Chris make an
unlikely pair. The only thing they
have in common is their passion
for football. Danny's dream is to
score a real goal but his mum
won't even allow him to play
sports at school. Chris is captain
of the school team. United by
their shared obsession, they chase
Danny's dream. Even if you hate
football you should read this
book. Like 90 minutes on the
pitch, it is an emotional roller-
coaster that will have you
cheering by the end.

Steve May has written a book
that will thrill its readers as much
as a cup-final game can thrill football fans. Dazzer Plays On
captures perfectly the obsession that grips like a vice, cuts through
differences of age and social groups and transcends all other
interests.
Published March 2000

Vinegar Street
Philip Ridley, Puffin,
224pp, 0 140385096,
£3.99 pbk
Vinegar Street is a derelict
dreamscape of a place and
Poppy Picklesticks lives there on
a diet of kippers and vindaloo
and loves it. But one day the
tingle voice inside her head
warns her that someone new
and dangerous is about to move
into the street. The newcomer is
Mandy Nylon, who threatens
Poppy's way of life and
represents all that she hates.
Poppy is determined to save the
situation, and Mandy's
mistreated son, and bring love
and care back to Vinegar Street.
Philip Ridley says of his latest
novel, that the 'need to celebrate the individual (in all his or her
wonderful eccentricity) is one of the most important things. Also,
on a purely technical level, I'm trying to push the boundaries of
what the experience of reading a novel can be.'
Published 27 January 2000

A A

Daisy and the
Beastie
Jane Simmons,
Orchard, 32pp, 1 86039
7956, £10.99 hbk
That star character Daisy, the
little duck with the big feet, is
back in a third picture book, a
follow-up to Come On, Daisy!
and Daisy and the Egg. Set on
Grandpa's farm, Daisy takes
baby brother Pip on a Beastie
hunt during which they meet all
the animals on the farm. There
are lots of animal noises for 2-4
year-olds to join in with.

Jane Simmons studied illustr-
ation at Anglia University. She

has won a number of prizes including the Student Prize and
Macmillan Prize in 1995. She lives in Cornwall on a wooden fishing
boat with two lovebirds, two dogs and a cat.
The first two Daisy books have sold over 40,000 copies and half a
million worldwide. Daisy is now also available as a delightful soft
toy.
Published March 2000

Bad Dreams
Anne Fine,
Doubleday, 208pp,
038560071 2, £10.99
hbk
Mel is the class bookworm.
She prefers books to people
and certainly doesn't want
to be the first-week minder
for new girl, Imogen.
But Imogen too, is different.
There is something odd
about her - something that
makes everyone feel very
uneasy. Slowly, Mel discovers
Imogen has a special talent -
a family 'gift' that Mel thinks
is more like a curse. And
that's when she realises that
stories can happen in real

life, too. For only she can stop Imogen's private horror story - stop
the bad dreams...
A gripping tale of real life and story-lives
of being free to be yourself.

Published 3 February 2000

and of the importance

Books for Keeps to launch its
own web-site in the New Year
The Books for Keeps web-site will be launched in Spring 2000.
Initially designed to have a presence on the world-wide web, the web-site
can be used to order Books for Keeps, BfK Guides and to renew your
subscription to the magazine -securely:

In its second phase later in the year, other elements will be added allowing
readers and visitors to browse for articles, topics and information. Whether
you are interested in a particular writer or illustrator, in books for 'reluctant
readers', in fantasy or historical fiction, in picture book prizes or in novelty,
in books for babies or for teenagers, the web-site will have something for
you. _.^_____._ ______
Watch this space... • ~ —--
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Ardizzone's Little Tim and the Brave Sea
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Thanks to Scholastic Children's Books
for their help in producing this January

EDITORIAL

A
fter sitting on the tube opposite
an adult who was reading Harry
Potter and the Philosopher's
Stone I am prompted to wonder

in this first issue of Books for Keeps of the
new century, whether books will survive
into the 22nd century. (Will public
transport? But perhaps that's one for John
Prescott.)

An illustration by Helen Oxenbury of the
Mad Hatter's tea party from Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland (Walker), the
winner of the Kurt Maschler Award and this
issue's Editor's Choice (see p22).

According to our Millennium Question-
naire (reported on in BfK 119), you
overwhelmingly (there was only a handful
of dissenters) think books will continue to
be around despite the new technologies.
'Books will survive in the same way that
the oral tradition has survived/ wrote one
of you. 'They will never kill the book,'
wrote another and 'You cannot improve
on perfection!' added a third. Others
pointed to some of the inbuilt advantages
of the book:
'You can't take a computer to bed.'
'Books work in power cuts and I know as I
am an ICT co-ordinator!'

Rosemary Stones

'You cannot cuddle with mum/dad over a
computer.'
'You can't curl up with a laptop.'
'No batteries are needed.' (Not entirely true
of some novelty books...)
While computer games, soaps and videos
jostle for our children's attention, books,
according to author Andrew Davies, also
the adapter for television of Pride and
Prejudice, Middlemarch and Wives and
Daughters, 'are up there where the action
is, in the most widely available art form'.
Ironically, one of you makes the point that
although books will survive, 'the classics
will increasingly be seen in good film
adaptation'.
'Fiction books will survive,' wrote another
confidently and the new technologies
certainly lend themselves well to non-
fiction and reference. 'The distinctions will
blur/ wrote yet another intriguingly, 'the
categories of "literature" will expand.'
Meanwhile Books for Keeps is expanding in
various ways. Our coverage of books on
tape will now be both more systematic and
more coherent thanks to Julia Eccleshare,
children's books editor of The Guardian
and director of Listening Books (see Useful
Organisations No. 9, page 14) who will be
contributing regular reviews. We are also
launching a Books for Keeps web-site
which can be used initially to order the
magazine and renew subscriptions. Later in
the year it will be extended to include many
other elements.

m
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Young Children
Growing up in
a Drug Using
World

In a recent issue of Books for Keeps,
Colin Chapman assessed non-fiction
and fiction titles with drugs as a theme
for young adult readers ('Drugs and
Teen Publishing: How Does It Score?
BfK 118). But what about very young
children? Can books help early drugs
education? Noreen Wetton explains.

an you recommend some books to help us
tackle the problem of drugs?' is a question
that I am often asked by teachers and
students, parents and others involved with

young children. It is clear they are echoing some real
concerns about the present 'drugs scene' so vividly
portrayed in the media as threatening younger and younger
children. They want to do the right thing - not start too soon
• not leave it too late, but they are not sure what the right
thing to do is. A list of books could be the answer, perhaps.

The White Paper
Teachers are also looking for ways to put into practice the
Government White Paper* which states that there should be a
comprehensive drug education for younger children from the age
of five. How can they do this without causing fears and alarms
among the children and their families? Surely seven is too young,
let alone five! How is childhood innocence, so rapidly
disappearing, to be preserved from the drugs scene at least? Isn't
it a topic better left until they are - well, ten years old? Isn't that
the time when drugs start to be a problem? Aren't we in danger of
exciting their interest?
I have had these questions put to me many times. My reply is to
ask some questions of my own. Questions such as:
• 'Are you seeing drugs and drug education as being mainly

concerned with illegal drugs?'
• 'Are you asking for books which will help to prevent young

children from becoming drug users - drug addicts even?'
• 'Are you asking for books which give children the facts about

illegal drugs?'
If the answer to these questions is, 'Well, yes. I suppose so. But
books suitable for these youngest children, nothing scary', I have
to say that for me, no book can do that safely. In fact, starting with
such a narrow view of drugs could threaten the security of some
children. They may begin to see all drugs as illegal and likely to kill
instantly and imagine this as happening to themselves or someone
close to them. It is even more dangerous if the book uses a thinly
disguised story line. We all know the power of a story line even if
we recognise that underneath is an even more powerful message.
It does not have to be literature. Remember the coffee and the car
adverts where the story line captured many of us, even against our
will?

A drug using world
On the other hand, if what we really want to do for our children is
help them to develop the skills of living in a rapidly changing drug
using world, positively, confidently and safely, then books can be
both a starting point and much much more.
If we want our children to be able, now and in the future, to use
medicines wisely, to understand that all medicines are drugs but
not all drugs are medicines - books can help.
If we want children to handle the situational pressures around the
so called 'social' drugs, tobacco and alcohol, in a balanced,

informed way then books are critical to the task. If we want
children to develop their skills so that they can, later on, deal with
the pressures and dangers of illegal substances, then we have to
start early - as early as we can. For these youngest children, books
• the right books, can be the secure, non-threatening but honest
start they are entitled to.

Logical worlds
We need to remind ourselves that children bring to every topic we
introduce, every book we share, all the discussion which arises,
their own picture of the world, their perceptions and
misconceptions, the skills and knowledge they already have (or
think they have). Above all they bring their finely honed skill of
making sense of the world around them, out of everything they
see, hear, and mis-hear. They are experts at making their own
'logical' sense out of all this. That this sense is in fact a 'non-sense'
is what frequently makes us smile to ourselves, but we must never
dismiss it simply as childish nonsense. Rather should we take it as
a reminder of their skill and keep it in mind as we prepare to tackle
the new topic of a drug using world. We may think it is new while
they will be bringing a lot to it, more than we imagine, and what
they bring may well be a dangerous or worrying non-sense.
So, where do we begin? With this new view of what we are trying
to do for and with children, which books will help us develop
these skills and present appropriate information honestly but not
threateningly?

Under our noses
The books, for the most part, are under our noses - or if not there
exactly, they are in our book corners or on our bookshelves. They
will not mention drugs; they may not look as though they could be
made to be about drugs, but they are there - among our most
loved children's picture books.
I make a plea here for picture books not to be seen as the province
only of the very youngest children. I use them to good effect with
older children and with adults. If they are books which draw in the
reader with the quality of their language and illustration, if the
storyline can be unpicked, if the characters who go into the book
come out at the end having learned something about themselves
or about life itself, then there is no age limit to their delight or their
use.

Focus on skills
Look for books where some of the skills of growing up confidently
and safely in a drug using world have an important role, where the
characters use or fail to use these skills, where, had they known
how to use them, the story might have ended differently.
Which skills are important? I would suggest these:
• recognising risks
• discovering your own strengths
• standing your ground
• recognising pressure and persuasion
• seeing the critical moment in a story
• seeing that there are outcomes to behaviour and that

alternative outcomes are possible
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• knowing when and how to refuse
• knowing how to find a trusted adult to confide in
• having an emotional vocabulary wide enough to put feelings

into words.
A far cry from the over simplistic 'Just say "No" to Drugs'
approach and far more demanding - but in terms of finding books
to help us begin, much easier than it might have seemed at first.

"Let's not talk about
the monster," whispered
Cob on the third step up.
"I won't mention it
if you don't mention it,"
whispered Hazel,
"I won't talk about the
monster either," laughed
little Berry-Berry, who
hadn't learned how to
wWsperyet

From The Dark at the Top of the Stairs.

I suggest using The Dark at the Top of the Stairs which is about
recognising risk, or in this case failing to recognise it until almost too
late. It is the story, with just the right kind of scary pictures, of a wise
old mouse and his young mice who live together in a cellar. All his
suggestions of favourite activities for the next day are dismissed in
favour of investigating the dark at the top of the stairs where the
monster lives. The old mouse knows that sooner or later the young
will want to take the risks so he allows them to go. At the top of the
stairs the monster's shadow moves towards them and breathes out
one strange word 'MIA O W. The mice tumble headlong to safety
helped along by some wonderfully tumbling language. They decide
that for the time being they will stay with what they know and be
content with swinging on the long grass in the cornfields.
Once you have shared the story you can begin to unpick it to focus
on risks and feelings, to re-create the feelings as the mice went up
the stairs, heard the monster, perhaps collecting up the children's
words in a circle of feelings. You can ask the children to think
about the moment when the mice set off, to ask:
• 'If you had been there, what would you have said?'
• 'How would you have persuaded the mice to stop and think?'
You could talk about the places where children themselves play, the
happy places, the ones where they feel safe. You could then lead on
to think about the places where the danger is not a monster at the top
of the stairs, but some person trying to persuade them, saying Taste
this; try these new sweets; sniff this; puff this; try a sip of this.'

Together you will have come to the moment when you can talk
about the dangers of sniffing something, smoking a cigarette,
tasting something. The children will have more to add to the list.
You can talk about the dangers of touching or picking up needles
and syringes and practise a safe routine of 'stop - don't touch -
tell'. You can practise dealing with these persuaders, saying 'No,
not me! That's stupid. That's dangerous', and walking away. You
can remind them that what they are practising can be used in other
situations. Finally read the story again. Put it together again,
return to the sheer delight of a second reading, a second look at the
pictures, but with a new assurance that they, in the same situation,
would have done better.

Addiction
Tackle the notion of addiction, once again using your best loved
books. Find stories where the characters eat too much of
something and can't give it up. Try The Very Hungry Caterpillar
who ate and ate and needed medicine and rest to recover or A
Piece of Cake where each member of the family became addicted,
unknown to the others. Read Six Dinner Sid with the children and
find a wonderful non-threatening way into the topic of addiction.
Six Dinner Sid lends itself to introducing not only addictive
behaviour but many other key concepts central to understanding
the world of drugs. In this story you find:

Sii! lived in six houses so thai be could
sis dinners. Each mgbt hf would slip o
of number one. where he might have

From Six Dinner Sid.

• a cat who is addicted to six dinners a day, and who glories in
this lifestyle

• a cat who is an opportunist, persuasive, manipulative and a
charmer of people

• a group of people who do not know how to communicate with
each other and so do not see what is happening around them

• a new set of people who know the importance of
communication

• an ending which poses the questions 'Does he need a second
chance? Will his new owners help him to break his addiction?'

On Saturday
he ate through
one piece of
chocolate cake, one ice-cream cone, one pickle, one slice of Swiss cheese, one slice of salami. """ "ne P'e€e of <'herr>' l)ie' one sauM8e- one cu'*'ake' und one dice of waK-rn.e

The Very Hungry Caterpillar who ate and ate and needed medicine and rest to recover.
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Everyone kept thinking about the cake.
They thought about it during tea. They
thought about it during the healthy jog.
They thought about it in bed that night.
Mrs Large sat up. "I can't stand it any
more," she said to herself. "I must have
a piece of that cake."

A Piece of Cake where each member of the family became addicted, unknown to the others.

You can ask the children how they would feel if they had to give
up some favourite food or drink, and remind them that giving up,
even something not harmful, is not easy. You can finish with the
warning that taking more than the correct dose of medicine, as Sid
did, is dangerous. Your second reading will be heard by the
children in a different way.

Once you have raised these issues you can move on to stories
where characters share their worries, gain in self esteem, cope with
difficult situations, have courage to be themselves.

I'll take you to Mrs Cole, Emma's Lamb, The Lion Who Wanted
to Love and The Huge Bag of Worries are all useful titles.

From The Huge Bag of Worries.

Information books
This could be the time to move to using information books. Try
books which give clear information about visiting doctors, clinics,
hospitals, about treatments, medicines and getting better. Look at
books which explain some specific childhood illnesses and
disabilities, describing them positively and truthfully and some
which show how children's lives can depend on drug use -
temporarily or permanently.

For this kind of extension activity, encourage the children to go off in
pairs or small groups, to read through one or more of the books. Ask
them to bring back to the whole class what they have learned. Some
could look at books which set out to describe feelings, but remember
that these are one person's view of how specific feelings are expressed
and portrayed. The children will want to add their own views,
pictures, photographs, drawings. But always return to the picture
books via which we can take our youngest children into situations
where we would never dare or want to take mem in real life.
In the best of stories we can share experiences, hold our breath,
sigh with relief, feel the fears and joys, the risks and dangers,

always in the safe knowledge that it is happening in a book, that
when we have read it again, we can close it and put it away - until
another day. And no doubt when that other day comes we will find
more in it than we did last time. •

Tackling Drugs to Build a Better Britain, 1977, HMSO

Noreen Wetton is an Education Consultant and the
author of Confidence to Learn.

Book details:
The Dark at the Top of the Stairs, Sam McBratney, ill.
Ivan Bates, Walker, 0 7445 3746 0, £8.99 hbk, 0 7445 5405 5,
£5.99 pbk

The Very Hungry Caterpillar, Eric Carle, Hamish
Hamilton, 0 241 01798 X, £11.00 hbk, Puffin, 0 14 050087 1,
£4.99 pbk

A Piece of Cake, Jill Murphy, Walker, 0 7445 5595 7, £9.99
hbk, 0 7445 6003 9, £4.99 pbk

Six Dinner Sid, Inga Moore, Macdonald, 0 7500 0304 9,
£4.99 pbk, 0 7500 2424 0, £12.99 big book

I'll take you to Mrs Cole, Nigel Gray, ill. Michael
Foreman, Andersen, 0 86264 407 0, £4.99 pbk

Emma's Lamb, Kim Lewis, Walker, 0 7445 2031 2, £4.99
pbk

The Lion Who Wanted to Love, Giles Andreae,
ill. David Wojtowycz, Orchard, 1 86039 441 8, £9.99 hbk,
1 86039 913 4, £4.99 pbk

The Huge Bag of Worries, Virginia Ironside,
ill. Frank Rodgers, Macdonald, 0 7500 2124 1, £4.99 pbk,
0 7500 2626 X, £15.99 big book
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Series Fiction for
Readers

T he thorny question of what to offer young 'beginner readers' and their 'newly-confident' colleagues
to read - not to mention how to define those young people - is one often addressed by publishers,

but not always helpfully from the point of view of those charged with choosing the books. Annabel Gibb
assesses some recent series.

Many times in the past I have groaned inwardly at publishers' euphemistic blurbs in which
much is promised but not much delivered. I was pleasantly surprised therefore by the current
batch of recently-published books for new readers, most of which avoid extravagant claims and
settle instead for a somewhat more realistic description of the intention and scope of the title.
Here, then, is a look at some recently-published series. My thanks are due to Class 3 at York
Steiner School, who kindly helped me test a number of these books.

First

pane/as
Tor first readers

beginning to
make their own

way through
books/

The series' most successful characters
include Muckeen the Pig, who narrowly
escapes being sold at market, rescues the
farmer's gold and lives happily ever after,
Fireman Sinead! who proves that girls can be
firefighters too, and Tom, the hero of No
Shoes for Tom! and A Garden for Tom, who
helps on the family farm through the
seasons.

Macdonald

Published for 'beginner readers', O'Brien
'Pandas', by various writers and illustrators
vary in style and content, common features
being heavy type used to emphasise certain
words (often without any coherent or
discernible reason), and a somewhat
incongruous little panda symbol to search for
among the line illustrations, a task more
difficult than it sounds! Large print, a
vocabulary high in phonically-regular words,
and short sentences help, but potential
readers would need a good basic sight
vocabulary and the confidence to have a go
at an unfamiliar book. The level of difficulty
seems to progress slightly through the
numbered volumes of the series.

The fireman pulled off his
helmet - and long curly hnir
tumbled down his back.

Sinead looked more
It WAS! It was a wo

'Hey!' said Tom. That's not
a real fireman at all!'

'Bridge the gap
between picture

books and
chapter books/

From Fireman Sinead!

Shoo Rayner's two Super Dad books are also
for beginner readers. With short sentences
and a gently repetitive vocabulary, they focus
affectionately on a boy and his Dad, who is
always too busy or too tired to play. Until,
that is, the day he spends disguised as 'Super
Hero'. Much fun ensues, and a new, deeper
bond is forged between father and son, as
evidenced by the sequel Super Dad: The
Super Hero in which Dad's bravery and
daring is put to severe test at the Fun Park.
The cheerful pictures and affirming stories
provide a good introduction to reading
longer texts.

Katie and her
caterpillars.

^*S
'"Oh no!" said Mr Farmer. "I'm taking him to
the market in the town - and there I'll sell
him for gold."' From Muckeen the Pig.

Ribbit, Ribbit! and Granny's Teeth are
slightly irritating (children will probably find
them hilarious) but give some insight into the
effect our actions can have on others, while
Amy's Wonderful Nest and Katie's
Caterpillars provide some gently humorous
natural history. Stephen Hall's illustrations in
two of the volumes I found unattractive -
otherwise the line drawings are in the main
appropriate, and the faintly Irish feel is
pleasant.

Then we went whooshing down
the hill and whooshing up again.
We went up and down
and round and round,
faster and faster and faster!
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'Exciting stories for
beginner readers
with clear type

and bright pictures
on every page/

'A perfect way to
share storytelling

and build
confidence/

Mammoth's 'Blue Banana' series is described
as 'exciting', an epithet that I might quarrel
with and with the assumption that
excitement is the only emotion worth
invoking. In fact, a range of other emotions
are explored here by reputable writers and
illustrators.
Thus, in Pippa Goodhart's Happy Sad, Toby
and his mermaid friend realise that while
they are happy together, each would miss
his/her family were they to stay away too long
- a feeling with which many children will
identify.

'I con do that,' said Toby. He picked up

the mermaid. He held her in his arms.

He rocked her and he sang sleepy songs.

There is a beautiful interweaving of text and
illustration here, though the speech-bubbles
which allegedly 'add to the fun' seem
intrusive, disrupting the rhythm of the text
with breezy conversational asides.
In Peg, folksy Eastern European-style
illustrations and an almost rhyming text tell
the traditional-sounding tale of a hen which
fosters assorted eggs and proudly brings up
the ill-matched collection of birds which
eventually hatch out. A repetitive element
and a bit of counting make it, like many of
these titles, a good read-aloud for younger
children, who might later choose it for early
'real-book' experience.
Monster Eyeballs by Jacqueline Wilson uses
a great many speech bubbles to add to the
story without overtly adding to the text,
which is more repetitive in its vocabulary
than most of the other titles in this series. Bel

Still Benjamin Bottomly

Asked here and there:

'Does anyone have any eggs to spare?'

From Peg.

Kate phoned her best friend_

Amy to tell her.

'I'm all spotty and itchy,' said Amy. 'Mum's

painted the spots with pink stuff and she's

painted my nails pink to match.'

From Monster Eyeballs.

Mooney's well-known character Kitty is
introduced in Promise You Won't Be Cross,
where Kitty has a very bad day, but makes
amends with a promise of her own. Other
titles include Clumsy Clumps the Baby
Moon and Millie's Party.
Speech bubbles are used inconsistently
through the 'Blue Bananas' series -
sometimes appearing as asides, at other times
integrated into the sequence of events, so
that the reader must know when it is
necessary to read them as part of the story
and when they can be ignored and treated as
part of the picture. This demands a degree of
sophistication, organisation and skill in
scanning which is unlikely to be available to
readers at this level, and several of my testers
found them confusing. The series also
tactlessly proclaims itself as being for Key
Stage 1, which seems unnecessary in view of
all the other information given.

Longer sentences and less
repetition mark this stage -
pictures tend to be line-drawn,
and often in a comic or cartoon
style, which can become tedious
when one is subjected to a whole
pile of them!

COLLINS YELLOW STORYBOOKS

In The Littlest Dragon Goes for Goal, the
youngest dragon's ideas are constantly
usurped by his nine older brothers - though,
as the smartest of the lot, he is bound to win
out in the end. Two short stories in one
volume provide an introduction to 'chapter
books'.

Bloomsbury

Tor children
starting to read
by themselves/

series

Bloomsbury's series, The Tigers, about a
mixed-gender children's football team and
their ghostly coach, provides fast-moving,
amusing stories for this reading stage. Large
print, lots of dialogue, and short sentences,
often with simple structures, make these
ideal for reluctant 7-year-olds, though,
again, there is sometimes confusion created
by the placing of speech bubbles.

By half-time the Tigers were
two-nil down. They slouched off
the pitch.
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Macdonald
yellow-spined

Macdonald 'Storybooks' described as 'ideal
for encouraging literacy' (really?), offer Mr
Cool Cat in their yellow-spined series
suitable for newly confident readers.
Illustrated alternately in colour and black
and white, this is a good cumulative story
with opportunities for prediction and a nice
twist at the end.

"It does seem there arc more mice than
ever," said Mrs Meadows sadly. "Look!
Mouse-prints in the butter!"

Jennifer's awed wonder at Mr Cool Cat's
antics as he attracts ever more mice
contrasts nicely with her father's mounting
despair of his ever catching any of them.

Andersen 'Tigers'
Andersen 'Tigers' give us Eric and the
Wishing Stone, which concerns Eric's
gradual overcoming of prejudice as his
Maths teacher turns into a candidate for a
much-wished-for dad. The story rolls along
well, debunking stereotypes, with exuberant
line-illustrations varying in size to reflect
their content.

^Walker Story Book

'Perfect for
reading aloud to
a child and for

young readers to
enjoy alone/

Not all children, of course, want to revisit old
friends when they have mastered reading, as
Walker claims for these books. In some cases
the subject-matter, fine as a 'read-aloud' to a
4- or 5-year-old, is just not going to grab the
attention of a newly-fluent reader of 7 or 8.
That said, these are in the main fine books,
by well-known authors and illustrators,
beautifully produced and an asset on any
bookshelf. They make no obvious
concessions to young readers: their
suitability lies in the skilled clarity of the
writing and the sensitivity with which they
are illustrated.
In Bert's Wonderful News, Sam McBratney
tells of a 5-year-old's concerns with friends,
teeth, and, most of all, 'News'. The best News
is Dad's announcement of his impending
marriage to Liz towards which we have been
led gently in previous episodes. A lovely
warm story to read aloud to youngsters:
whether they would later want to read it for

"Everybody thinks I am your
nimniny!" Uz whispered.

themselves is another matter. Most children
would be 7 or 8 before having the stamina and
vocabulary for this series, by which time they
might well not want to read about someone so
much younger.
William Mayne's In Natalie's Garden is,
similarly, about an almost 4-year-old. Mayne,
in his skilled and perceptive way, allows us
right into her head, and that of her
exceptionally patient and understanding
Mum. The stream of consciousness of the 4-
year-old with all her misunderstandings and
zany logic makes this a fascinating but difficult
read - for an adult at least! Mayne is often said
to write more for an adult understanding than
for children. I think this volume, while
endearing and very true to an adult
perception of a child's thought may not be
immediately open to younger readers.
Three more in this series are more certainly
for older children - 6-8s perhaps - and
therefore readable by the fluent among those.
Henrietta Branford's Dipper's Island is a
collection of four stories through the seasons,
featuring a group of river folk, miniatures in a
full-sized world.

Gentle, perhaps whimsical, their mood flows
like the river, and drifts with the seasons -
captivating some of my young testers. In
Jenny Nimmo's Toby in the Dark, a family
left in the care of bullying Mrs Malevant
while mum and dad are away are helped by
an old toy to restore the house to happiness.
In The Boy who Walked on Water Vivian
French tells three stories with echoes of the
folk-tale - I especially liked the title story,
which has all the superstition and magic of
an old tale.

The Old Potmender and the Tin Tea Kettle'
from The Boy who Walked on Water.

'Stories for
building

confidence.'
The best in words

and pictures.'

Well - the usual pinch of salt is to be taken
here about Mammoth's claims for their
'Storybooks', but they make a good stab at it
in these jolly four-chapter books. Pets form a
common theme here - the best of the three is
Helen Dunmore's Allie's Rabbit, where
Allie's feelings and relationships are
explored in an unflustered way. Dunmore's
acute observation of children, and her

Mum and Allie worked on the cake

all Saturday morning.
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subtlety in dropping her observations into
the story is impressive, and much less jarring
than Cally Poplak's No More Pets, where
Beth is left exhausted (along with the reader)
by her controlling, on-top-of-it-all mum.

'Beth, I've told you before. What about
the real owner?' She started to pull fishy

faces at the goldfish.

From
No More
Pets.

Thief in the Garden completes the trio with
a sympathetic look at life with a distressed
and disoriented grandpa, helped to care
again after gran's death by adopting a stray
cat helped by his grandsons.

Macdonald
red-spined

'Perfect for
confident
readers/

Macdonald's red-spined Storybooks step in
here, still 'encouraging literacy'. Thank
goodness for that.
There does not seem much progression in
these titles from Macdonald's yellow spined
Storybooks, at least in content. Humour is
still very much to the fore in Jeremy Strong's
Max and the Haunted Castle. Max's mad
inventor dad helps him give the Grabbly lads
their comeuppance, all told with ugly, crude
cartoon-style pictures. The Vile Smile has
echoes of a fairy-tale ('grumpy princess gets
her prince' type) but because the humour is
uppermost, the language is contemporary
and rather flippant, and this is echoed in the
pictures.

The horrible, sour-faced Princess Vile
never did find her smile again. She stayed
horrible and sour-faced for the rest of her
life, and never got married.

Walker
Historical settings to enhance KSII study of
vaiious periods provide another medium for
publishers. Gladiators never Blink, a skit on
Roman life in which two dim British slaves
are helped to escape by a bright girl
colleague, needs to be read with tongue
firmly in cheek. Hilarity abounds - or so the
cover claims. Heavy-handed, I found it,
though it raised a giggle or two with my 12-
year-old tester, and was improved by being
read aloud.

Macdonald 'Historical Storybooks'
A more straightforward approach is taken by
Macdonald in their 'Historical Storybooks'
which mix fact into a fictional context,
supplemented by a chronology of events at
the front and a glossary and further
information section at the back. Fully
illustrated in colour and black and white,
they give a taste of life at the time in an
enjoyable and easily-read form.

M A M M O T H R E A D

'Short novels for
fluent readers/

The best in
words and
pictures/

That extravagant claim to be the best again -
but this time Mammoth deliver. For some

BOOKS DISCUSSED:
O'Brien 'Pandas', £3.99 each phk:
Muckeen the Pig, Fergus Lyons, 0 86278 528 6
Fireman Sinead! Anna Donovan, ill. Susan Cooper,
0 86278 529 4
No Shoes for Tom! Una Leavy, ill. Margaret Suggs,
086278 526 X
A Garden for Tom, Una Leavy,
ill. Margaret Suggs, 0 86278 568 5
Ribbit, Ribbit! Anne Marie Herron,
ill. Stephen Hall, 0 86278 527 8
Granny's Teeth, Brianog Brady Dawson,
ill. Michael Connor, 0 86278 570 7
Amy's Wonderful Nest, Gordon Snell,
ill. Fergus Lyons, 0 86278 530 8
Katie's Caterpillars, Stephanie Dagg,
ill. Stephen Hall, 0 86278 572 3

Macdonald 'Super Dad' books, Shoo Rayner,
£3.50 each pbk:
Super Dad, 0 7500 2694 4
Super Dad: The Super Hero, 0 7500 2706 1

Mammoth 'Blue Bananas', £3.99 each pbk:
Happy Sad, Pippa Goodhart, ill. Stephen Lambert,
0 7497 3336 5
Peg, Maddie Stewart, ill. Bee Willey, 0 7497 3260 1
Monster Eyeballs, Jacqueline Wilson,
ill. Stephen Lewis, 0 7497 2814 0
Promise You Won't Be Cross, Bel Mooney, ill.
Margaret Chamberlain, 0 7497 3747 6
Clumsy Clumps the Baby Moon, Julie Bertagna,
ill. Anthony Lewis, 0 7497 3005 6
Millie's Party, Paul Stewart, ill. Bernard Lodge,
48pp, 0 7497 3248 2, £3.99 pbk

Collins 'Yellow Storybooks', £3.50 pbk:
The Littlest Dragon Goes for Goal, Margaret Ryan,
ill. Jamie Smith, 0 00 675413 9

Bloomsbuiy 'The Tigers' series, Janet Burchett
and Sara Vogler, ill. Guy Parker-Rees, £3.99 each pbk
1: Ghost Goalie, 0 7475 3846 8
2: Save the Pitch, 0 7475 3847 6
3:The Terrible Trainer, 0 7475 3850 6
4: The Cup Final, 0 7475 3851 4
5: Tigers on Television, 0 7475 4275 9

reason fluent readers deserve proper pencil
drawings at last, rather than the cartoon-
style still prevalent in the earlier stages. Here
they enhance the atmosphere of the novel
beautifully.
Tiny the Terrier answers the need for a
short, easy-to-read novel of high quality, in
which our emotions are engaged, suitable
for those who have recently become fluent,
and many more besides. For over-9s, the
story concerns Tom, whose mum has gone
away to recover from a still-birth: a
mysterious ghost dog comes to help Tom
cope, and ultimately helps him save his
mother in the re-run of the crash in which
the dog had died.

From The Vile Smile.

The labelling on this one is unobtrusive and
inoffensive and hopefully would not deter
well-launched readers from a fine, if at times
clumsily-told story, while leading them
confidently on to browsing the library and
bookshop shelves for more experiences in
literature - unlabelled this time! •

Annabel Gibb is a Learning Support tutor.

6: Ghost Striker, 0 7475 4280 5

Macdnnald yellow-spined 'Storybooks', £4.50 pbk:
Mr Cool Cat, Rebecca Lisle, ill. Eleanor Taylor,
0 7500 2676 6

Andersen 'Tigers', £6.99 hbk
Eric and the Wishing Stone, Barbara Mitchel-Hill,
0 86264 848 3

Walker 'Story Books', £3.50 each pbk
Bert's Wonderful News, Sam McBratney,
ill. Brita Granstrom, 0 7445 6396 8
In Natalie's Garden, William Mayne,
11. Penny Dale, 0 7445 6393 3
Dipper's Island, Henrietta Branford,
ill. Patrick Benson, 0 7445 6901 X
Toby in the Dark, fenny Nimmo, ill. Helen Craig,
0 7445 6976 I
The Boy who Walked on Water, Vivian French,
ill. Chris Fisher, 0 7445 6397 6

Mammoth 'Storybooks', £3.99 each pbk
Allie's Rabbit, Helen Dunmore, ill. Simone Lia,
0 7497 3530 9
No More Pets!, Cally Poplak, ill. Alison Bartlett,
0749736712
Thief in the Garden, Elizabeth Arnold,
ill. Ailie Busby, 0 7497 3598 8

Macdonald red-spined 'Storybooks', £4,50 each pbk:
Max and the Haunted Castle, Jeremy Strong,
ill. David Mostyn, 0 7500 2680 4
The Vile Smile, Jamie Rix, ill Ross Collins,
0 7500 2696 0

Walker
Gladiators never Blink, Nick Warburton,
ill. Graham Philpot, 07445 6902 8, £3.99 pbk

Macdonald 'Historical Storybooks', £4.50 each pbk:
Harry's Battle of Britain, Andrew Donkin,
ill. Linda Clark, 0 7500 2674 X
The Hunt for William Shakespeare, Roy Apps,
ill. Gini Wade, 0 7500 2635 9

Mammoth 'Reads', £3.99 pbk:
Tiny the Terrier, Linda Kempton,
ill. Chris Chapman, 0 7497 3503 1
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Chosen by Year 7,8 and 9 (11-14
year old) pupils from Immanuel
College, Bushey, Hertfordshire
Thanks to Janet Leifer, Librarian

Chosen by Year 7 and 8 pup
{11-13 year old) at Humphry • %
Davy School, Penzance, Cornwall
Thanks to Sue Plummer, Librarian

Hello? Is anybody there?
Jostein Gaarder, Orion/Dolphin,
1 85881 623 8, £3.99 pbk

Two main characters in this book are
Mika, a child from another planet, and
the narrator, an eight year old earthling
called Joe. Mika saw the earth from his
spaceship, opened the window to peer
out and see it. He fell out and landed
upside down in an apple tree in Joe's
garden.

Mika does not know about earth and does
not take things for granted that we do. He
wants to know why fish can breathe
underwater and humans cannot. He was
born in an egg and therefore does not
have a navel, and finds the fact that
humans do fascinating.

Joe rescues Mika from the apple tree.
Together they go fishing and Joe explains
about the process of evolution. Later
Mika reveals that he is telepathic and can
read people's minds. When Joe says he
cannot do this, Mika remarks 'Every
planet has its advantages and
disadvantages.' On Mika's planet they do
not need telephones and he gets such a
shock when he hears one ring that he
bursts into tears. When he is tickled he
stops. From this they begin thinking why
they are so similar.

I would recommend this book to others
because it is funny at points, but most of
all because it makes you wonder why
things are the way they are. Is it all part of
a big plan or would it make no difference
if minor things were changed?

Sam Rickman, Year 8

Mort
Terry Pratchett, Corgi, 0 552 13106 7,
£5.99 pbk

Two characters I found interesting were
Death and Mort.

Death is the Grim Reaper. His job is to
bring people who are dead to the Afterlife.
Unlike I expected, he was not mean and
really did not care who he was taking to
the Afterlife, as long as they did not talk
too much and they had to like cats. Death
is a skeleton of about seven foot, he wears
a black robe and has blue flame for eyes.
When Death talks he is saying the words,
but they do not go through your ears, they
are just in your head.

Mort is a very odd person. He is Death's
apprentice. He is one of the only people
in his time who can read and ever since
he has gone slightly mad pondering
thoughts such as, 'Why does not the sun
come out at night, when it would be more
useful?" Mort is tall and has ginger hair.
Unlike Death, he has a human form. Mort
is slightly absent-minded.

This is a brilliant fantasy book that will
leave you laughing every time you think
of it.

Nigel Hikmet, Year 8

The Machine Gunners
Robert Westall, Macmillan,
0 330 33428 X, £2.95 pbk

This is a very exciting Second World War
story. On every page new things happen
and you can't put the book down until the
end. You can't skip any pages because
afterwards you won't understand what
has happened.

Sam Rickman Nigel Hikmet Josh Robinson Lucy Higgins

Adam Zeitlin Abigail Ifield

Chas McGill, a very important character,
has the second best collection of war
souvenirs in Garmouth until he finds the
machine gun in the woods on a crashed
German airplane. He always wants to be
the best and be the leader of whatever is
going on.

Chas and his friends discover Rudi, the
pilot of the German plane. I think Rudi is
a bit stupid because he puts his hands up
to kids who are holding a broken machine
gun and then he gives them his gun,
because he thinks the machine gun is not
broken at the time. Before he is caught he
has not eaten, but now he is getting three
meals a day and he still wants to escape.
When he tries he is caught and tied to his
bed. If he stayed until the war was over he
would not get hurt or killed.

I think a very sad part in the story is when
Nicky's house gets blown up. He is the
only one left alive because his father
comes to him in a dream saying, 'Get out!'

Adam Zeitlin, Year 8

What happened to Heather
Hopkowitz
Charlotte Herman, Jewish Publication
Society, 0 8276 0520 X, £7.50

'We're Jewish. Only not in the way the
Greenwalds are. No two Jewish families
could be so different. The Greenwalds
observe the Sabbath and keep kosher. We
never went in for any of those things!'

Heather Hopkowitz is a fourteen year old
whose life consists of bowling on Friday
night, bacon and cheeseburgers. Her
family is not observant, but when she
spends a month with an Orthodox Jewish
family, her life changes drastically.

Heather likes that way of life and secretly
keeps kosher and the Sabbath - but how
can she confront her family and friends?
Heather loves her parents, but being
observant means so much.

This book shows the warm atmosphere of
Judaism and a young girl's struggle to
become observant. Beautifully written
and told in a humorous way.

Abigail Ifield, Year 7

Harriet Wood Jack Connah

Johnny and the Bomb
Terry Pratchett, Corgi, 0 552 52968 0,
£4.99 pbk

This is about a boy named Johnny
Maxwell. He finds the local bag lady semi-
conscious in an alley behind a dustbin.
The lady's name is Mrs Tachycon, but
there is more to her than meets the eye.
Somehow in her dubious black bags she
holds the key to different times, different
eras - including the blackberry blitz in
1941.
My favourite part of the story is when the
book says 'There was a flash of light, the
air flickered... and the world changed to
May 21st 1941. Thought Johnny - "it's
war".'

I thought this book was generally good
but lacking in excitement near the
beginning. It would be best for teenage
readers and I would give it 8 out of 10.

Josh Robinson, Year 7

Heroes
Robert Cormier, Puffin, 0 14 130200 3,
£4.99 pbk

A very personal war story unlike any
others I have read. The hero - Francis - is
badly disfigured when he returns to his
American home town. He has a secret and
is determined on revenge: to kill the man
who is also hailed as a war hero whom he
feels betrayed him as a boy and has
forced him to live with a feeling of guilt
ever since.

I found the book easy to get into, with a
very striking first paragraph. Little was
left to the imagination as lots of graphic
sometimes gory detail was added.
Characters were strong and believable,
which made me feel as if I was reading a
book based on a true story. I could almost
feel Francis Cassavant's emotions: fear,
shame, frustration. I felt as if I was
experiencing them myself. The book is
well written with a good storyline.

Although the ending brought all the loose
ends together, I felt it was a little abrupt.
Maybe a finishing chapter would be
helpful. I would recommend Heroes to
anyone above the age of 13 who enjoys a
good read.

Lucy Higgins, Year 8

Lord of the Rings
J R R Tolkien, various editions from
Collins

Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to
him the rings of power - the means by
which he will be able to rule the world.
But he lacks the one ruling ring which has
happened to fall into the hands of the
hobbit, Bilbo Baggins.
In a sleepy village in the shire, as he is
trusted with the care of the ring, a young
hobbit - Frodo Baggins - must journey
across the realms of middle earth to the
cracks of doom to destroy them and foil
the Dark Lord's plan to rule the world.

As I followed Frodo and his companions
through danger, meeting monsters,
magic, wizards and ores in the struggle
between good and evil, I could never put
the book down. There were moments
when I thought it was all over and I was
sitting on the edge of my seat then...they
would just scrape through it.

I would recommend the book to older
children because it is very long. It has
millions of lists of names and songs and
the story tended to get spread out which
sometimes made it difficult to follow and
I found it annoying. The book is split into
three parts and despite its difficulties is
well worth the effort it takes to read it.

Harriet Wood, Year 7

Skellig
David Almond, Hodder Signature,
0340716002, £4.99 pbk

The story mainly focuses around a boy -
Michael - who has just moved house
much against his will, who finds a 'thing'
(Skellig) in his garage that is neither
human nor angel, but a bit of both.
Michael also becomes friendly with a girl
that lives near him called Mina. She
doesn't go to school and has a low
opinion of those who do.
The story is quite repetitive at the
beginning, particularly when the author
is describing the half human, half angel
thing. The words 'He laughed but he did
not smile' seem to come up a little too
often. Also a little annoyingly we never
find out how or why 'Skellig' lives in
Michael's falling down garage.
The story has two strands to it - the first is
Michael's relationship with Skellig and
Mina, and the second is his relationships
with his mum, dad and baby sister. All are
dealt with sensitively and with
considerable insight into the sometimes
difficult world of a young teenager.

However, despite some initial
reservations, I found the book does
become surprisingly readable. Although
it relies on a shaky plot, it all comes
together to make a very good read. It
really opens up some interesting insights
into human psychology. All the
characters are well thought out and
developed throughout the book. Towards
the end, Skellig's transformation is a trifle
predictable and not completely
understandable but the whole idea is
most unusual and it was this that kept me
reading and made me feel that it was time
well spent.

It is a bit difficult to put an age range on
this type of book, but I would say about
9-14 years.

Jack Connah, Year 8
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Authorgraph No. 120

Magdalen Nabb
interviewed by Rosemary Stones

Imet Magdalen Nabb for the first time ten years ago
when I became an Editorial Director at HarperCollins
and she became one of my authors. Suddenly I needed
her help. My daughter had gone to Florence to work as

an au pair while studying Italian at the British Institute. I
had phoned her there and she sounded terribly unhappy. The
only person I knew who lived in Florence was Magda. Would
she rush round at once and find out what was going on?
An hour later Catherine and her luggage were in Magda's
elegant flat in Piazza Piatellina with its view of the duomo,
rescued from a family who had been cold and unpleasant. A
year later, and by then a fluent Italian speaker, Catherine was
still living with Magda in her safe haven. Although I didn't
realise it at the time, I could not have prevailed upon a more
heroic and ardent rescuer than Magdalen Nabb for whom the
undefended child is the genesis of all her writing for children.
Ten years on I meet Magdalen Nabb in a London hotel room. She is
here to promote her latest Josie Smith book. Magda is recovering
from a stroke and the fingers of her left hand curl inwards. A stick is
needed to help with walking but she tells me she is now able to ride
again - one of her great passions. She has a beautiful horse, Quirino,
named after the Roman god of war, Quirinus. Stylish in a crisply
white designer shirt and with her long hair immaculate, the
imperious Magda I remember well from my days as her editor is
much in evidence as she checks the arrangements for the day with
the HarperCollins Publicity Manager. Attention to every detail
concerning her books matters intensely to Magda, whether it be
who will attend the launch dinner for Josie Smith in Winter or
whether I think the illustrations (by Karen Donnelly) interact well
with the text. We agree they 'trickle through' very satisfactorily and
Magda is full of praise for HarperCollins designer Mike Watts's 'care
and thought'.
There are now eight Josie Smith books and three more planned. In
the early books Josie is 53/4 but 'she can't not grow up as her
experience accumulates'. In recent books she is six or seven. The
books are set in the mill village of Ramsbottom where Magda herself
grew up and Josie goes to the school that Magda attended: 1 loved

that school. They didn't tread on children's imaginations. You were a
special person.' At a reading there a few years ago Magda found the
children were 'the same, the same names, the grandchildren now' of
the children she remembered.

There is a timeless quality to Nabb's depiction of Josie Smith. She
has an astonishing ability to enter the world of a small child with its
preoccupations, enthusiasms and anxieties. Nabb concerns herself
above all with the inner emotional life of the child and the centrality
of the parent-child relationship in the child's development. Also
explored are Josie's tentative first forays into the outside world of
school and village life and thereby into the world of independence
and autonomy. These are major developmental themes for every
child and they explain both the relevance and the enduring
popularity of these titles with their seemingly 'simple' and everyday
subject matter. Whether Josie is anxiously preoccupied with a lost
glove and mum's possible reaction to its loss or whether she is
engrossed in a painting of a snow scene with mum's presence in the
background, Nabb communicates satisfyingly with her young
readers at a profound level about very typical experiences of home,
community and school life and the feelings they arouse. 'Josie Smith
is not about stories,' says Magda, 'not made-up, silly stories. It is a
record. A reaching out to children because I wish I had had such a
book. Children are lonely. They panic. They think they are the only
person in the world who lost a glove or wet their knickers.'

But the Josie Smith stories are also intensely atmospheric. When
Magda was writing Josie Smith at School she needed to establish the
opening scene. There were two possibilities and she asked
Catherine, then her lodger, to see which she preferred. 'The cabbage
smell in this one reminds me most of school,' said Catherine. 'But
there were no smells in the text,' remembers Magda. 'It is what is not
written that should communicate itself. The cabbage smell that isn't
matters most.' Nabb's recreation of the world of childhood with its
resonances and images and strong sense of place appears effortless.
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The stories are also amusingly understated with strongly drawn
characters and some sharp observation.

'I wish I had a dad,' says Josie Smith in Josie Smith in Winter.
'Children write and ask me why there is no dad,' says Magda. 'But I
won't say because that way anyone who has no dad can identify with
Josie. One child wrote and asked me, was he dead or is he divorced.'
Not having a dad and feeling 'undefended' as Josie often does, is
something that Magda knows a lot about. When she was seven her 32
year-old father died of rheumatic fever. 'He was sick for the seven
years that I knew him,' says Magda. 'He knew he was dying.' He taught
Magda to draw and paint and now she writes 'in the way he taught me
to draw. I don't mess with things on the page. I think the story out and
write it when it's ready. The editing goes on in my head so I don't need
to rub out.' I remember well my admiration at the minimal editing
needed when a new manuscript arrived from Magda.

When she was 13 Magda's mother died suddenly and unexpectedly
in the street when out shopping with her younger sister. 'Our father
died just before she was born and she was five when our mother
dropped dead in front of her,' says Magda. The sisters (there is also
an older one) were sent to live with an aunt. Two weeks later their
uncle died. 'I was coping at 13 with dead people,' says Magda. 'And I
was surrounded by bereaved people who were dependent on me.
My aunt was crying all day.' In a recurring dream Magda would
return to her childhood home to find the pots left on the table and a
mess that had been left for her to clean up. She would cry with
exhaustion, feeling that her life blood was being sucked out. Relief
eventually came in a dream where she remembered that it was her
mother who had left her and she could at last feel angry. 'It was a real
turning point.' Magda was later to explore the arbitrary nature of
death in her adult crime fiction novels which are set in Florence,
now her home town.

In her children's books though, Magda writes 'for the other Josie
Smiths'. Through her books she reaches out gently to them,
exploring Josie's anxieties and the ways she eventually finds to think
about things. 'The stories are meant to be healing. We all have an
Eileen in our lives.' Eileen is the girl in Josie's class who appears to
have everything (a coveted new sledge in Josie Smith in Winter) and
whose friendship can never be relied on however hard Josie tries to
please her or bargain with her. Exclusion and rejection are potent
themes for this age as children establish relationships in their peer
group.

Josie Smith is also intended to make parents feel 'unguilty': 'The
stories can help them talk to their children about things like not
enough money,' says Magda. But if Josie Smith and mum do not
have many material things they do share an understanding about
what is important. In 'Josie Smith in the Snow', one of the three

stories in Josie Smith in Winter, Josie is engrossed in drawing a snow
scene which is to feature her terrace house as well as children
sledging on the hill behind. As she explores her place in the world
and her longings and anxieties in paint, she is at the same time
acutely aware of the different levels of her mother's benign attention
and interest in her and what she is doing. The levels of conscious
and unconscious communication between parent and child have
rarely been so penetratingly or empathically depicted as in this
scene.

The Josie Smith books were prompted by an unexpected visit when
Magda was living in the Browning house, Casa Guidi, in Florence as
its curator. Mrs Chadwick, the owner of the Ramsbottom corner
shop Magda had visited as a child, appeared one day. 'She'd last seen
me when I was 14 but it was as if she'd seen me yesterday. She was
on a coach tour. She started talking about cream slices: "Your
mother liked those; you preferred buns." It inspired me to start Josie
Smith. It was like I'd never been away.'

Nabb's passion for horses found expression in her story The
Enchanted Horse, a magical tale about a child, Irina, whose spirit
feels crushed. She is eventually able to gain in confidence and inner
strength through caring for a battered model of a horse which also,
of course, comes alive. Irina's preoccupied parents have no time to
listen to her but the old blind man in the shop where she finds the
horse can not only 'really' see her but he can listen too. That loving
is not possession is the hard lesson that Irina must learn as her
enchanted horse leaves her to run free with the wild horses. The
Children's Choice for the Smarties Book Prize, The Enchanted Horse
is a testament to Magda's belief that 'there are very few adults who
do not tread on children's dreams'. She describes herself as a
'childist, not a feminist. It is a fact that adults don't live in the
imaginative world of children.' But some are able to, perhaps, and
amongst them is Magdalen Nabb. •

The Books
(published by HarperCollins
Children's Books, £3.99 each pbk)
Josie Smith, 0 00 673744 7
Josie Smith in Winter,
0 00 675407 4
Josie Smith at Christmas,
0 00 674537 7
Josie Smith at the Seaside,
0 00 674010 3
Josie Smith in Spring,
0 00 675408 2
Josie Smith at School,
0 00 674123 1

Josie Smith in Hospital,
0 00 674720 5, £3.99 (new edition
April 2000)
Josie Smith at Market,
0 00 675064 8, £3.99 (new edition
June 2000)
Josie Smith in Summer,
0 00 675409 0 (April 2000)
Josie Smith and Eileen,
0 00 674356 0 (April 2000)
Josie Smith in Autumn,
0 00 675410 4 (June 2000)
The Enchanted Horse,
0 00 674721 3
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NEWS
Curiouser and curiouser...
The principal geologist at the British Geological Survey,
Tony Cooper, has claimed that a geological phenomenon
which causes the ground to open up may be the inspiration
for the rabbit hole down which Alice began her adventures
in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. Lewis Carroll grew up
in an area of Yorkshire famous for its dramatic subsidence
caused by the highly soluble rock gypsum which is
dissolved under the Ripon area at a rate of up to a foot a
year. Carroll's father was Canon Dodgson of Ripon and it
seems likely that young Dodgson would have known about
the dramatic subsidence (a hole 20 metres deep and 35
metres wide) that occurred in 1834 at a house called Ure
Lodge, where a contemporary of his father, Canon Badcock,
lived. Badcock was also the father of Mary on whose
photograph the illustrations for Alice were based.

Fewer Teens Read
The Schools Health Education Unit at Exeter University
has published a report, Young People in 1998, based on
surveys of 18,221 teenagers. It reveals that the number of
teenagers who read for pleasure is at a new low. Only one
in five 14- and 15-year olds picks up a book in the evening.
It appears that computer games may be the cause - almost
three out of five boys play them regularly.

Goosebumps: Sales down
Sales of this popular series published by Scholastic peaked
in the 1997-98 financial year but have since declined
hitting both the sales and profits of its children's publishing
business.

Audio Potter
Actor Stephen Fry has won a Talkie Award (the Oscar of the
audiobook world) for his reading of Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone. Publisher, Cover to Cover, has just
signed him up to read Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets.

PEOPLE
Scholastic Children's Books Publishing Director David
Pickling is stepping down to become the Publisher of
'David Pickling Books'. The new list will be produced,
marketed and sold through Scholastic. •
Gill Evans, Publisher Director and Deputy Managing
Director of Egmont Children's Books, is to leave the
company. Her departure follows that of former Managing
Director, Jane Winterbotham.
Following Hodder Children's Books's acquisition of
Wayland Alex Wolf has been made Publisher of the Hodder
Wayland imprint, Anne Clark becomes Editorial
Development Director and Kate Burns becomes Editorial
Director of Picture and Gift Books. Venetia Gosling
becomes Publisher, Mass Market and Series Fiction and
Beverley Birch, Senior Commissioning Editor, Fiction.
Contributors: BfKteam, Anne Marley. Submissions
welcome.

.
Listeningbooks

12 Lant Street, London SE1 1QH.
Tel: 020 7407 9417; fax: 020 7403 1377;
e-mail: info@listening-books.org.uk;
website: www.listening-books.org.uk
Membership costs £50 for individual members.
Listening Books is an audio books charity for those with
physical as well as print disabilities. It is an easy to operate
postal library. Members receive a catalogue from which they
can make their selection on the enclosed order form. Cassettes
are sent out promptly (by Freepost) and the library staff are
always on hand to answer questions.
Listening Books has recently published a catalogue to its new
children's library. With over 1,000 titles for children from 7-15
it includes classics and new titles as well as a wide range of Key
Stage 3 and GCSE titles. The new library makes sure that
children who find reading difficult can enjoy the very best of
both classic and contemporary children's books. Through the
audio tapes they have access to the stories which lie at the
heart of building a literate future. The current emphasis on
reading reflects the enormous importance of literacy in all its
aspects, including the role of stories in helping people both to
explore other worlds and to make sense of their own lives.

EVENTS
Children Writing is a conference on Saturday 8th April for
primary teachers who want to help children at Key Stages 1
and 2 to become confident and competent writers.
Speakers include Nigel Hall and Pie Corbett. Details from
the Reading and Language Information Centre, The
University of Reading, Bulmershe Court, Barley, Reading
RG6 1HY (tel: 0118 931 8820).

COMPETITION
Piccadilly Press and The Guardian announce a
writing competition for teenagers between the ages of
13 and 18. Entries should be no more than 3,000
words on the theme of 'The Perfect Journey'. The
closing date is 30th April and the best entries will be
published in a book of the same name. The judges are
Michael Palin, Joanna Carey and Rosie Rushton.
Details and entry form on receipt of an sae to Jude
Evans, Piccadilly Press, 5 Castle Road, London NW1
8PR (tel: 020 7267 4492).
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PRIZES
National and International Awards

Smarties Prize
J K Rowling has won her third Smarties Gold Award (9-11
category) with Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
(Bloomsbury). The Silver Award was won by David Almond's Kit's
Wilderness (Hodder) and the Bronze by Louise Rennison's
controversial Angus, Thongs and Full-Frontal Snogging
(Piccadilly) - some booksellers considered it unsuitable for the
age group.
The 6-8 age group category Gold Award was won by Laurence
Anholt and Arthur Robins's Snow White and the Seven Aliens
(Orchard). The Silver Award went to Emily Smith's Astrid, the Au
Pair from Outer Space (Corgi) and the Bronze Award to Lauren
Child's Clarice Bean That's Me (Orchard).
The 0-5 age group category Gold Award went to Julia Donaldson
and Axel Scheffler's The Gruffalo (Macmillan). The Silver Award
went to Bob Graham's Buffy (Walker) and the Bronze Award to
Lydia Monks's I Wish I Were a Dog (Methuen).
The judges were authors Sue Heap and Terence Blacker, librarian
Trish Botten and associate editor of She magazine Liz Gregory.
Julia Eccleshare, Children's Books Editor at The Guardian, was
Chair of judges.

The Kurt Maschler Award
This annual award for a book in which text and illustration
'enhance and extend each' has been won by Lewis Carroll's Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland illustrated by Helen Oxenbury
(Walker Books, reviewed on page 22). The judges were Nicolette
Jones, Chris Fowling and Margaret Meek.

The NASEN Special Educational Needs
Book Award
The winner of the 1999 award is James Riordan's Sweet Clarinet
(Oxford University Press). Rachel Anderson's Big Ben (Mammoth)
was highly commended. The other titles on the shortlist were
Benjamin Zephaniah's Face (Bloomsbury), Wendy Orr's Fighting
Back (Orchard), Andrew Matthews' Stiks and Stoans
(Mammoth), the 'Think About' series (Belitha), Clare Oliver's
Animals as Carers (Franklin Watts) and Jen Green's I'm Special
(Wayland).

The 1999 Fidler Award
The Fidler Award for a first novel for children of eight to twelve
has been won by Thomas Bloor for The Memory Prisoner. It will
be published in May by Hodder Children's Books.

TheWhitbread
The titles shortlisted for the Whitbread Children's Book category
are Carol Ann Duffy's first children's book, Meeting Midnight
(Faber & Faber), Jacqueline Wilson's The Illustrated Mum
(Doubleday), Michael Morpurgo's Kensuke's Kingdom
(Heinemann) and J K Rowling's Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban (Bloomsbury). The children's book prize money is
£10,000. For the first time, the children's winner will be allowed to
go forward to fight for the overall title, Book of the Year, which has
an award of £21,000.

Karl Edward Wagner Award
Diana Wynne Jones is the winner of the 1999 Karl Edward Wagner
Award which is given annually by the British Fantasy Society to
individuals or organisations who have made a significant impact
on the genre. Wynne Jones's The Dark Lord of Derkholm is the
winner of the US prize for fantasy literature, the Mythopoeic
Award. Wynne Jones's books are currently being relaunched by
HarperCollins.

BEST SELLER CHART

Bs?u°dkenft°s July-December 1999
1 The Owl Who Was Afraid of the Dark, Jill Tomlinson, Mammoth,

£3.99
2 Fantastic Mr Fox, Roald Dahl, Puffin, £4.99
3 The Hodgeheg, Dick King-Smith, Puffin, £3.99
4 The Twits, Roald Dahl, Puffin, £4.99
5 A Bad Spell for the Worst Witch, Jill Murphy, Puffin, £3.99
6 The Magic Finger, Roald Dahl, Puffin,£3.99
7 Bill's New Frock, Anne Fine, Mammoth, £3.99
8 George's Marvellous Medicine, Roald Dahl, Puffin, £4.99

9 Animal Ark Pets: Frog Friends, Lucy Daniels, Hodder, £3.50
10 Animal Ark Pets: Hedgehog Home, Lucy Daniels, Hodder,

£3.50

The old favourites triumph again! This could be a top ten list from almost
any point in the last few years, although the presence of 'Animal Ark Pets'
books is testament to the pulling power of series fiction for all ages. It just
goes to show that once children, teachers and librarians have a tried and
trusted title, they stick with it loyally!

This listing has been specially compiled for BfK by Books for Students
from their sales data. Books for Students Ltd is a major specialist supply
company to schools and libraries.

The Colin Mears Award
A bequest from an avid collector with a longstanding interest in
illustration has made possible a new award for 'distinguished
work in children's illustration'. The first Colin Mears Award, a prize
of £5,000 will be given to whoever wins the 1999 Kate Greenaway
Medal.

Hans Andersen Awards 2000
IBBY (International Board on Books for Young People) has
announced each national section's nominated author and
illustrator whose complete works have made an important and
lasting contribution to children's literature. The Ireland Section
has nominated Martin Waddell and P J Lynch and the United
Kingdom Section has nominated Peter Dickinson and Anthony
Browne. The winners will be announced in March 2000.

Unesco Prize for Children's and Young People's
Literature in the Service of Tolerance
Nominations are invited for the 2001 award. Submissions to Gloria
Bailey at the Publishers Association, 1 Kingsway, London WC2.

The Boston Globe-Horn Books Awards
The winner of the fiction section of this year's prestigious US
Boston Globe-Horn Book Awards is Louis Sachar's Holes
(reviewed on p26). Holes also won the USA's 1999 Newbery Medal
and the 1998 National Book Award for Young People's Literature. It
is published in the UK by Bloomsbury Children's Books.

Regional Awards
The Stockport School Book Award
The four winners of the 1999 award voted for by school students
are Paul and Emma Rogers's The Book That Jack Made (Bodley
Head), J K Rowling's Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
(Bloomsbury), Robert Swindells' Abomination (Doubleday) and
Nigel Hinton's Out of the Darkness (Puffin).
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9, wltA $!d
Linda Newbery on
Geraldine McCaughrean's
The Stones are
Hatching, a book full of
brilliant, memorable
description...
From page one, you're in the hands of a
superb storyteller. Phelim, reluctant hero,
is called on to defeat the Stoor Worm
which has been awakened by the heavy
guns of the Great War. Unknowingly, he's
the Green Man of rural legend, soon
joined by his prescribed companions, the
Horse, the Fool, the Maiden, though
none of these is quite what you'd expect.
Phelim's journey is as eventful as the
Ancient Mariner's, with all manner of
threats and dangers - the Washer at the
Ford who scrubs bloody shirts, the
Noonday Twister who bewitches
harvesters, Merrows who trap the souls
of fishermen in lobster-pots.

I gave my review copy to an appreciative
friend and bought another for myself.
The writing is so marvellous that you
can open the book at random and find a
brilliant, memorable description. Here
are the trapped fishermen: '... Murdo
and his neighbours, keening and
bemoaning their eternity pent up in little
cages, watching the cold, dirty sea roll
over a dead village. Here were the old
men on the jetty, not up there, propped
up on bollards or beside cold cups of tea.'
It's a horror story, an elemental struggle,
a road movie, an environmental fable, a
search for identity. I wish I'd written it.
Geraldine McCaughrean's The Stones
are Hatching is published by Oxford
University Press, 0 19 271797 9, £5.99 pbk.
Linda Newbery's latest book is Flightsend, Scholastic Press
0 439 01175 2, £5.99 pbk (see review in BfK 118).

Special Offer: Oxford Children's Books have five signed copies of The
Stones are Hatching to give away. Write, fax or e-mail BfK (address
and numbers on page 3) and the first five opened will receive a copy.

PUBLICATIONS
Children's Laureate folders
containing Literacy Hour and
other teaching notes using
Quentin Blake's books as a starting
point are available to teachers
from Lois Beeson, Children's
Laureate Administrator, 18
Grosvenor Road, Portswood,
Southampton SO17 1RT
(tel: 01703 555057).

Aimed at young readers,
AuthorZone is a snappy, full
colour introduction to 50 top
children's authors and illustrators
who have all written their own
brief biographies and filled in a
questionnaire. £4.95 from Peters
Bookselling Services, 120
Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham
B5 6RJ (tel: 0121 666 6646).

Books to Enjoy: With Boys in
Mind (0 900641 96 7) by Wendy
Cooling is an annotated
bibliography of titles for 8-15 year
olds, 'the result of talking to many

Meeting Midnight

boys'. £5 (£4 to SLA members) inc.
p & p from The School Library
Association, Liden Library,
Barrington Close, Liden, Swindon
SN3 6HF.
Two annotated publishers' lists of
'books for boys' are available free.
Great Books for Boys is compiled
by Lindsey Eraser of Scottish Book
Trust and available from The
Marketing Department, Random

House Children's Books, 20
Vauxhall Bridge Road, London
SW1V 2SA. Boys Do Read
compiled by Wendy Cooling is
available from The Marketing
Department, Penguin Children's
Books, 27 Wrights Lane, London
W8 5TZ.
Meeting Midnight by Julia Bird in
consultation with Helen Taylor is a
Poetry Book Society education

pack (looks more like a booklet to
BfK) based on Carol Ann Duffy's
new book of the same name.
Suitable for 11-14 year olds, it is
available with a copy of the book
from the Poetry Book Society,
Book House, 45 East Hill, London
SW18 2QZ at £12 (£10 for PBS
members).

Poetry in and out of the Literacy
Hour (0 7049 1341 0) by Michael
Lockwood offers detailed practical
suggestions for using poetry in the
primary classroom (£5.95).
Interactive Writing in the Primary
School (0 7049 1342 9) by Nigel
Hall explains what interactive
writing is and how it can aid
genuine communication (£4.50).
Both publications available from
the Reading and Language Infor-
mation Centre, The University of
Reading, Bulmershe Court, Barley,
Reading RG6 1HY. Cheques payable
to 'The University of Reading'.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor
I have read your correspondence about the Carnegie/Greenaway medals with
great interest. If it is not too late to comment - from a safe distance -1 think the
two awards have to be considered separately in this debate.

The Greenaway is for illustration, which is a very old skill, far older than the
novel, balanced somewhere between art and literature but belonging to
neither. Graphic artists are more firmly attached to children's books than in the
days of William Nicholson and Edward Ardizzone, who worked over a much
wider spectrum, and, in the current (and, in my opinion, highly introverted)
state of Fine Art prizes in this country, picture books are now an increasingly
important vehicle for a whole range of nourishing narrative imagery. Important
even beyond the pressing need to get children interested in reading.

The Greenaway is awarded by the Library Association who have set it up to be
judged by librarians who, as they are first to agree, are 'word' people, not visually
trained. To make a musical analogy, I can hear and enjoy music but I would not
be a suitable judge for the Leeds International Piano Competition. I don't know
enough about technique.

But it is not for illustrators, writers or critics to tell the Library Association how
to adjudicate their prizes. To have more than one winner - a shortlist of varied
excellence - would seem a faker idea and most of us who have won it would
probably agree. But unfortunately if one of the main thrusts of the prize is to
capture attention and bring excellent work done for children to a wider public,
I'm afraid it just has to be one outright winner to have a hope of improving on
the perfunctory, if not patronising, response we tend to get from the national
media.

It is up to those who judge the Greenaway medal to go on improving their visual
range, to bring an educated eye to fresh styles and the design of a page for
today's visually overstimulated child, to notice when an established illustrator
has really chanced their arm to extend their own frontiers, and above all to
recognise good draughtsmanship, if this award is to continue to command a
serious regard.

Shirley Hughes
c/o Random House, 20 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1V2SA
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BfKREVIEWS \s (of both hardback and paperback fiction and non-fiction) are grouped for convenience into both age categories and under
teaching range. Within each section, you will find reviews for younger children at the beginning. Books and children being varied and
adaptable, we suggest that you look either side of your area. More detailed recommendations for use can often be found within the review.

RATING
Audio books are rated for the quality
of the reading, not the book.

Unmissable *****
Very Good ****
Good ***
Fair **
Sad *

REVIEWERS
IN THIS ISSUE

Gwynneth Bailey is Language Coordinator
at Aldborough County Primary School,
Norwich.

Clive Barnes is Principal Children's
Librarian, Southampton City.

David Bennett is Senior Teacher and Head
of the English Faculty at George Spencer
School, Nottinghamshire.

Jill Bennett is the author of Learning to
Read with Picture Books. She is Early
Years Coordinator and a teacher at
Chatsworth Infant School in Hounslow,
Middlesex.

Mary Cadogan is co-autiior of You're a
Brick, Angela, and a writer, critic and
broadcaster.

Valerie Coghlan is Librarian at the Church
of Ireland College of Education, Dublin

Robert Dunbar lectures in English and
children's literature at the Church of
Ireland College of Education, Dublin.

Nikki Gamble is Head of English at the
School of Education, Anglia Polytechnic
University.

Anita Ganeri is a freelance writer.

Annabel Gibb lives in York and is a
Learning Support Tutor and mother.

Peter Hollindale was until recently Reader
in English and Educational Studies at the
University of York.

George Hunt is a lecturer in Language in
Education at the University of Reading.

Adrian Jackson is General Adviser -
English, West Sussex.

Andrew Kidd is Headteacher at Burscough
County Primary School in Lancashire.

Margaret Mallett is Visiting Tutor in
Primary English, Goldsmiths' College.

Margaret Meek is Emeritus Reader at the
University of London Institute of Education.

Ted Percy, until he retired, was Divisional
Children's Librarian with Buckinghamshire
County Library.

Val Randall teaches English at Mansfield
High School, North East Lancashire.

Steve Rosson is Head of Library Resources
at Moseley School, Birmingham.

Elizabeth Schlenther is the Librarian at
Penglais School, Aberystwyth, and the
compiler of Reading Therapy for Children
- books for hospital and home.

Rosemary Stones is Editor of Books for
Keeps.

Robert Swindells won the Carnegie Medal
for his novel Stone Cold.

Helen Taylor works in Community Arts
organising arts events and poetry projects
in Cambridgeshire.
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Books About Children's Books f
Children's BOOkS 111 Harvey Darton's history of juvenile the Middle Ages threads of romance,
Pnnlanrl1 Thirrl " literature began to be regarded as a chivalry and allegorical folk-lore
tilgianQ. inirCI definitive reference work on which at various periods disappeared
Edition children's books and their social from adult literature, but happily

, . , , significance. His study sprawls across 'took refuge in the nursery library
•*"*"*••*• £jve centuries _ from Caxton's English where thev flourished. He not onlv

F J Harvey Dartoil (revised by edition of Aesop's Fables in 1485 to discusses the contents of the books
Brian Alderson), The British early twentieth-century perennials but the motivation of their authors
Library & Oak Knoll Press ^^e Kenneth Grahame's The Wind in and publishers.
416pp, 0 7123 4606 6, £30.00 hbk theWi110™8- Darton is at his best when con-
After its first publication in 1932, F J He skilfully traces from the le^c^ of siderinS early works such as the 'g°od
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Godly books' of the Puritans and the
Salvationists, whose repressive
fantasies were designed to save
children from Hell, and the eventual
sugaring of the didactic pill by adept
story-spinners like Maria Edgeworth,
Mrs Sherwood, the Lambs, Charles
Kingsley and others. He rightly
considers the publication in 1865 of
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by
Lewis Carroll as a break-through
book which heralded the admission
of liveliness and freedom into
children's stories.
In Barton's descriptions of late
Victorian fiction, however, there are
flaws of both judgement and
omission. His broad and balanced
view occasionally breaks down under
the slightly patronising attitudes of
hindsight: there is an over-emphasis
on the importance of some of the
'quality' books and an ignoring of
some extremely influential popular
publications.
Brian Alderson, who has revised this
Third Edition with his customary
aplomb, has added a useful appendix
to flesh out Darton's late-Victorian
and Edwardian assessments. But

Alderson too is rather weak on some
of the 'popular' fiction that has surely
now become 'classic'. Perhaps as we
enter the twenty-first century we can
look forward to a fourth revised
edition in which Alderson will
advance this study to cover the
seminal children's books and
magazines and story-papers of the
first quarter of the twentieth century.
An 'update' of this nature would
ensure the continuing resilience of
this outstanding reference book. MC

Reading Otherways

****Lissa Paul, Thimble Press,
96pp, 0 903355 46 9, £7.50 pbk
Lissa Paul's book derives from her
classes in children's literature at the
University of New Brunswick, and is
as much about the practice of
teaching the genre as it is about the
texts themselves. Its manner is at
least as important as the content.
Without being insistently chatty and
informal, it is personal and
conversational, using the pronoun T
a lot and inviting the reader into

LISSA PAUL

O THIMBLE PRESS

dialogue, just as a seminar leader
does. Paul notes her early academic
training, which told her 'that the use
of "I" was forbidden in formal essays',
and her book is offering not only an
updated critical approach but a
much better interactive method.

Her purpose is to show her students
and readers that the pseudo-
scientific objectivity of New Criticism
(and the authoritative dogmatism of
Leavisite analysis) has given way to
the recognition that texts, including
children's texts, are susceptible to
multiple readings. A book changes
according to the theoretical lens
applied to it, as Paul illustrates by
bringing feminist, Marxist, Freudian
and post-colonial perspectives into
play. It also changes according to the
age and situation of the reader, as she
shows convincingly with 'Hansel and
Cretel', and in response to historical
and cultural change.
The book is an excellent piece of
teaching about teaching, and
illuminating on its chosen texts,
notably Little Women and Carrie's
War. The only problem is mat Paul
never quite decides whether she is
primarily advancing a feminist
critique or primarily arguing for
relativism and diversity. In the end,
feminism emerges as first among
equals in a book that students of
children's literature will find both
useful and engaging. PH

Now Out in Paperback
Three, four and five star
hardbacks or trade
paperbacks previously
reviewed in BfK and now
published as mass market
paperbacks.

'URSERY/INFAN

Baba
PICTURE BOOK

*****Ruth Brown, Red Fox,
0 09 940078 2, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 106, September 1997:
'This picture book about a big sister
reluctantly taking her little cry-baby
sister with her on a walk, lends itself
well both to Brown's glorious
countryside scenes and to her
expressive way with the human face.
Small children will, undoubtedly, find
much to relate to."

Tell Me Again About
the Night I Was Born
PICTURE BOOK *****
Jamie Lee Curtis, ill. Laura
Cornell, Little Hippo,
0 439 01236 8, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 108, January 1998:
'Lee Curtis's delightful text has a
small girl who has been adopted,
telling the story of her birth (which
she knows by heart) to her parents. It
is warmly and originally done.'

Mockingbird
PICTURE BOOK
Allan Ahlbere, ill. Paul
Howard, Walker, 0 7445 6955 9,
£4.99
Reviewed BfK 114, January 1999:

'Hush little baby, don't say a word,
Mama's gonna buy you a

Mockingbird.
In a paraphrased version of the old
song, Ahlberg's and Howard's baby is
king in a family which keeps him

entertained by buying him gifts of
increasing extravagance. All of these
come to grief of one kind or another,
and it is Papa's homebaked birthday
cake which eventually brings baby to
a sleepy state of contentment.'

Pumpkin Soup
PICTURE BOOK

*****Helen Cooper, Picture Corgi,
0552 54510 4, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 114, January 1999:
'This picture book's large square
format gives plenty of space for
Cooper's richly-painted illustrations,
ranging from the larger-than-life
burgeoning of the pumpkin patch to
the tiny, detailed sequence as the
Duck carefully "scoops up a pipkin of
salt, and tips in just enough".
Emotion and atmosphere are evoked
well and the illustrations are used
cleverly to extend the story.'

Noisy Nora
PICTURE BOOK

***Rosemary Wells, Picture Corgi,
0 552 54590 2, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 115, March 1999:
'Wells fans will not be disappointed
by this new full colour version of an
old favourite about the frustrations of
being a middle mouse-child.
Whenever Nora wants parental
attention it seems to be focused upon
younger brother Jack or elder sister
Kate.'

JVIT/JUNK

*** The Stone
PICTURE BOOK

****Dianne Hofmeyr, ill. Jude Daly,
Frances Lincoln, 0 7112 1320 8,
£5.99
Reviewed BfK 116, May 1999:
'For children familiar with the
biblical account of the Magi, the
adventures recounted here - of star-
gazing magicians who brave
scorching winds in the desert until

the discovery of a simple shelter
beneath the star -- make for
compelling reading. Highly
recommended for all primary
children as part of their general
reading for religious and moral
education.'

Lady Long-Legs
Jan Mark, ill. Paul Howard,
0 7445 6952 4

Big Head
Jean Ure, ill. Mike Gordon,
0 7445 6951 6
FICTION

The Old Stories
FOLK TALES *****
Kevin Crossley-Holland,
ill. John Lawrence, Dolphin,
1 85881 753 6, £5.99
Reviewed BfK 107, November 1997:
'This fascinating anthology explores
the oral traditions of the marshes and
fens of East Anglia. This is a plumply
stuffed treasury of a book, and an
intense delight to anyone interested
in folklore.'

Walker 'Sprinters', £3.50 each
Reviewed BfK 117, July 1999:
'It is good to see such well-written
texts for readers in the early stages of
independent reading, both managing
to convey complex issues in
remarkably simple terms. Mark's is
the subtler, thus richer, while Ure's is
more comic, but both feature
confident girls solving problems and
learning more about themselves and
others in the process; both could be
used as starters for class discussion."

I Feel Bullied
0 7502 2576 9

I'm Special
0 7502 2575 0

***** joan of Arc

NON-FICTION
****Jen Green, ill. Mike Gordon,

Wayland 'Your Feelings' series,
£4.50 each
Reviewed BfK 117, July 1999:
'The emphasis in these books is on
feelings - how it feels to be bullied,
what it is like to be a person with a
disability ('special'). Each book has
large print, good notes for parents
and teachers and a list of further
books to read.'

PICTURE BOOK
*****Josephine Poole, ill. Angela

Barrett, Red Fox, 0 09 955361 9,
£4.99
Reviewed BfK 113, November 1998:
'From the lushness of a country
orchard to the splendour of court to
the muted tones of the trial and
execution scenes, Barrett's
illustrations interact with Poole's
spare yet poetic account to create a
truly stunning picture book in which
the enigma of the life of this
charismatic, driven girl is poignantly
evoked.'

The Midwinter Watch
FICTION

****John Gordon, Walker,
0 7445 6959 1, £3.99
Reviewed BfK 116, May 1999:
'Everything is snow-bound and so the
arrival of the train is astonishing to
Sophie, Jack and Simon, even more
so because the line no longer exists. A
stranger alights from the train and
the mystery is underway. An exciting
and satisfyingly well-told story.'
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The Holocaust
NON-FICTION

*****R G Grant, 0 7502 2601 3,
Wayland 'New Perspectives',
£5.99

Reviewed BfK 109, March 1998:
'This book copes splendidly with
presenting its subject matter clearly
and thoughtfully to its teenage
audience using a good mix of
narrative, contemporary photo-
graphs, maps, statistics and personal
memoir.'

The Lion Tamer's
Daughter
FICTION ****
Peter Dickinson, Macmillan,
0 330 37164 9, £3.99
Reviewed BjK 118, September 1999:
'Melly and Melanie share one mind

but live in two separate bodies. In this
tale of suspense and intrigue
Dickinson employs magic realism to
reflect contemporary concerns about
the ethics of genetic engineering. A
tightly structured story with a highly
charged climax, and satisfying
denouement and resolution."

REVIEWS Under 5s Pre-School/Nursery/Infant
The Big Wide-
Mouthed Frog
Ana Martin Larranaga,
0 7445 6707 6 hbk, 0 7445 6975 3
pbk

Mission Ziffoid
Michael Rosen, ill. Arthur
Robins, 0 7445 5524 8 hbk,
0 7445 6942 7 pbk

***
Walker 'Giggle Club', 24pp,
£7.99 each hbk, £1.99 each pbk
These two titles are from a set of
some two dozen 'Giggle Club' books,
'made to put a giggle into early
reading', and good value at £1.99
apiece. There is a nice feeling of
'belonging' - the books have space to
write your name in the front, a joke
loosely related to the story, and a
checklist of titles to tick off as you
read.
The Big Wide-Mouthed Frog is a
traditional tale with a repetitive
structure, illustrated with cheerful, if
at times crudely drawn, cut-outs. The
eponymous frog bounces up to all
sorts of animals and asks them 'Who
are you, and what do you eat?', until
he meets a crocodile whose answer
turns him into a small, narrow-
mouthed frog... Mission Ziffoid tells
an appealing tall story in 'good
news/bad news' format. Perhaps not
quite as hilarious as the blurb
suggests, but good fun nevertheless,
appropriately illustrated.
Despite the minor irritation that the
'house-style' chosen for the
'welcome' page and the joke is at
odds with the illustration in either of
these examples, I feel that they
achieve their stated aim and could
make a welcome addition to school
or home collections. AG

A Word in a Pig's Ear

***Nick Ward, Scholastic, 32pp,
0590113615, £7.99 hbk
novelty

My dad must be a very good pig indeed.
He never tidies anything away.

This is a clever joke about manners.
Robinson Pig only considers himself
to be a good little pig when he is
throwing toys about, noisily gobbling
his food, having a mud bath or
making as much noise as possible.
Mum and Dad Pig look on
complacently and are only
concerned when he shows signs of
tidy unpiglike behaviour. The
cheerful pictures are messy and fun,
and the die-cutting which follows the
shape of a pig's ear is unusual. A
cautionary tale! ES

Happy Birthday,
Amelia

****Nicola Moon, ill. Jenny Jones,
Pavilion, 32pp, 1 86205 208 5,
£9.99 hbk

When Amelia gets up on her birthday
morning she finds brothers and
sisters fast asleep and parents
engrossed in tasks. Despondently,
she sets off to collect the eggs. Inside
the henhouse she discovers an
envelope addressed to her, marked
with a red heart. She is led on a
treasure hunt around the farm until
finally she reaches the orchard,
festooned with balloons, where she
sees her family waiting with a picnic.
What a celebration! Sturdy Amelia
and her solid family in their bucolic
settings are warmly illustrated in a
style reminiscent of Beryl Cook. GB

One, Two, Three, Oops!

***Michael Coleman and
Gwyneth Williamson, Magi,
32pp, 1 85430 471 2, £4.99 pbk
Mr Rabbit undertakes the difficult
task of counting his numerous
children in this cheerful picture book.
They do not stay still long enough for
him to complete the counting and his
frustration is enjoyable for young
children as he utters an increasing
number of exclamations as each

attempt to count his scurrying brood
fails: 'One, two three, four, five, six -
oops! Oh, noggin-sploggin, boodle-
doodle, grizzly-wizzly, sniffy-whiffy!'
he cried. A mixture of colourful half,
full and double page spreads
accompany the story but are not
really designed for a young learner to
count as the story revolves around
the fact that the rabbits are
constantly moving and therefore
impossible to count. The repetitive
nature of the story and the amusing
expressions make a good read. With
the National Numeracy Strategy
being implemented this year, expect
more books like these to be
forthcoming over the next few
months. AK

If You Should Meet a
Crocodile
POETRY

****Illustrated by Anna Currey,
Macmillan, 32pp, 0 333 78073 6,
£4.99 pbk, 0 333 76280 0,
£14.99 big book

Poems about Animals
POETRY

***Compiled by Brian Moses,
artwork by Kelly Waldek,
Wayland, 32pp, 0 7502 2437 1,
£9.99 hbk
Animals great and small, friendly and
not so friendly appear in these two
picture book selections. If You
Should Meet a Crocodile comprises
twenty-seven poems selected from
the excellent Macmillan Treasury of
Nursery Rhymes and Poems and
feature wild animals exclusively. The
emphasis is on the 3Rs of poetry -
rhyme, rhythm and repetition -
ingredients which make for highly
accessible and easily learnt poetry.
Thus we have included Grahame's
'Ducks' Ditty', Rossetti's 'The
Caterpillar' and Richard Edwards'
delightful evocation of nightfall in the
countryside 'Littlemouse', a handful
of ever-popular anons and an eight-
year-old's ten word portrayal of a
penguin. In both Big Book and
standard formats, Currey's
watercolour illustrations orchestrate
rather than dominate the words and
the moods these create. Care has
been taken to make the print easy to
read in both versions by using
generous leading and font size, and
with bold type used for the Big Book
format. The latter also has a final
page of teachers' notes written by Pie
Corbett with ideas for shared reading,
discussion, word play, poem specific
suggestion, and other ways to extend
the material.
Moses' compilation of nineteen
contemporary Poems about Animals
including his own 'Granny Goat' and
Colin West's 'Geraldine Giraffe' (also
featured in the Macmillan book) has
both colour photographs and bright
bold illustrations. The latter, by Kelly

Waldek, depict almost all the animals
- beetles, a tarantula, cats, dogs,
rabbit, zebra, elephant, mole with
wide toothy grins giving the
impression that all the poems are
light-hearted and humorous and
leaving no room for the reader's
interpretation. A final 'Further
Information' spread includes notes
about the poets, ideas for teachers
(publishers seem to think that with
the advent of the Literacy Hour we
have all lost our ability to think for
ourselves) and some suggested
additional reading. JB

Snore!

*****Michael Rosen, ill. Jonathan
Langley, Collins Picture Lions,
32pp, 0 00 664639 5, £4.99 pbk

1 know, said Sheep - and Sheep
went up to Dog and
went BOO right „ • —~ ->.
down his car.

The reader can almost smell the
countryside in the drawings of the
farm and its inhabitants in this
picture book. The story opens at
dusk, with all the animals sleeping
peacefully, until dog begins to snore.
How can they stop him? Try as they
might, the animals cannot make dog
sleep quietly. He wakes at cock-crow
and trots off down the road after his
good night's sleep. A typical Rosen
surprise ending, for the exhausted
animals then slump into sleep and all
that can be heard is snore! snore!
snore! The print is bold and clear
throughout, with lots of animal
noises to join in with. GB

The Tale of the Turnip

*****Brian Alderson,
ill. Fritz Wegner, Walker, 32pp,
0 7445 4910 8, £9.99 hbk
There is a parable of sorts in this
entertaining story of a downtrodden
old farmer living in a ramshackle
cottage who grows 'a right champion
turnip' of massive proportions. The
farmer realises the likely benefit of
taking his giant vegetable to the king
who is so impressed mat he gives him
a cartload of gold. The village squire,
arrogant and greedy, fumes at the
farmer's good fortune, but gets his
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comeuppance...
This picture book retelling of this
traditional English tale is gently
ironic, both verbally and visually. The
series of double-page spreads, full of
detail and visual jokes, have a lively
air of burlesque. Each endpaper is
part of the story, presenting us with a
bucolic scene where all is right with
the world, even if some live in a big
house and others do not. VC

Queen of the Night

****Ronda Armitage, ill. David
Armitage, Scholastic, 32pp,
0 590 54330 X, £11.99 hbk
Tatty Brown is beset by bedtime fears
of goblins and ogres. Her mother is
calm and matter-of-fact, explaining
that she too was visited by an ogre
and a goblin when she was little, but
she listened to the Queen of the
Night. Away Tatty goes with the
Queen to learn that night time
mysteries are all ordinary day time
objects: an ogre is the sound of the
waves breaking as they slip up the
sand, a snake is the city train and a
goblin in the wild woods is only the
wind in the trees.
From the opening endpapers
depicting the rising moon to the
closing illuminated by the ascending
sun the viewer is engaged with
swirling scenes of indigo and cobalt,
deep greens, greys and rust, with the
queenly moon riding serenely above
all. The generous format and

Armitage's painterly illustrations
make a striking display for adults and
children to enjoy together. VC

Goo-Goo Gorilla

****ianWhybrow,
ill. Tony Blundell, Puffin, 32pp,
0 14 055628 1, £4.99 pbk
This lively book with clear, detailed
illustrations reads aloud so well, and
is such fun! Six- and seven-year-olds
were soon joining in all the large-
print speech bubbles, and
thoroughly enjoying the animal
antics. The hook begins 'Once upon a
treetop, there were three gorillas.
They were Great Big Poppa Gorilla,
Middle-size Momma Gorilla and
Goo-goo the baby gorilla.' Everyone
thinks Goo-goo is GORGEOUS!
'Sssssssensational,' say the snakes,
'Terrrrrrific,' say the tigers, for all day
long he is a GOOD little gorilla. But by
bedtime he is overtired, and becomes
a BAD baby gorilla, so no one can
rest. Lion suggests lullabies, and
there follow three differing efforts to
get Goo-goo off to sleep, the final one
working in quite a surprising way. A
book to consider for guided reading
in Literacy Hour. GB

The Merrymaid of
Zennor

*****Charles Causley, ill. Michael
Foreman, Orchard, 32pp,
1 85213 922 6, £9.99 hbk
This haunting and beautiful picture
book is a collaboration between
Causley, the award-winning Cornish
poet, and Foreman, the renowned
illustrator. It retells a traditional
Cornish folktale set in the clifftop
village of Zennor in the days when
the tin mines were still operating.
Tom Taskis, a young tin miner, runs
away with a mermaid leaving behind
his young friend Zachy who
witnesses many magical scenes on
the windswept cliffs of Zennor.
Causley's simple poetic language is
complemented by Foreman's
distinctive watercolour and pastel

illustrations. Words and pictures
weave a tale steeped in the Cornish
landscape of greens and blues, sea
and sky, twilight and mystery. The
perfect inter-relationship between
text and illustration captures the
reader and, in the best tradition of
storytelling, tells a simple, magical
story which enters your heart and
stays there. HT

Snow-white

****Josephine Poole, ill. Angela
Barrett, Hutchinson, 32pp,
0 09 174087 8, £9.99 hbk
First published in 1991, this is a
beautifully illustrated version of a
much loved fairy-tale. Poole's
retelling is very close to Grimm, with
occasional clarification or
embellishment and a subtly different
fate for the wicked queen. Poole
retains a cool, unemotional distance
between reader and story, and her
words read aloud comfortably in a
detached, considered style.
Barrett's illustrations echo this
restraint. They are beautifully
painted, with varied page layouts,
subtle colours and rich detail evoking
the atmosphere perfectly. Characters
rarely engage either with each other

or the reader - on the cover, for
example, Snow-white looks anxiously
past us, out of the picture, as the
stepmother puts the comb into her
hair. Neither words nor pictures thus
impose too much on us as our only
images of the story, but rather allow
us to add them to the pictures in our
heads, an unusually satisfying
experience. AG

Your World.
A First Encyclopedia
NON-FICTION ***
Angela Wilkes, edited by Katie
Puckett, Kingfisher, 320pp,
0 7534 0375 7, £19.99 hbk
On what basis do you select topics for
a first encyclopedia? How do you
explain them to young readers or
listeners of about three to seven
years? You would want what is offered
to link with their experience and lead
them beyond it in an interesting way.
Your World does well on these
criteria setting out information in
clear, bold text complemented by
large, colourful illustrations
organised under ten topics. These
begin with huge concepts - The
Universe, The World Around Us and
Prehistoric Life then move to Plant
Life, Birds and Mammals, and Your
Body. The final topics are about the
social and scientific world - People
and Places, Transport, and How
Things Work. I like the speculative
tone when, for example, dinosaur
extinction is covered. It is never too
soon to understand that knowledge is
not fixed but changes as we learn
more.
The clear index helps secure a young
reader's use of alphabetic knowledge
as they scan through to find a
particular subject. Some of the
suggested activities, for example
making early maps of a town and a
bedroom to scale, will aid concept
development while others - making
sand and galaxy pictures - are for
entertainment. Perhaps simple maps
of some of the countries referred to
would have been helpful. In short,
this is an exciting and beautifully
produced book which a young child
will enjoy with some mediation. MM

REVIEWS 5-8 Infant/Junior
Christy's Dream

****Caroline Binch, Mammoth,
32pp, 0 7497 4092 2, £9.99 hbk
Christy's Dream is based on the
Dublin phenomenon of 'urban
cowboys', young lads who own and
ride horses in deprived areas of the
city. Stories of horses living in houses
and other bizarre occurrences are
legion, but in recent times there has
been a recognition that horses have a
meaningful role to play in the lives of
many boys who otherwise lack any
sense of purpose or direction. As a
result, schemes providing stabling
and education in caring properly for
the animals have been set up within
communities in the city.
The story of Christy, who longs for a
pony of his own, is narrated in simple
and direct language, and Binch uses
naturalistic watercolours rather than
words to provide details of life on the
tower block estate which is his home.
The scenes around the horse market
at Smithfleld are captured with vivid
realism as Christy, smiling and

hopeful, and his craggy-faced Granda
stride among the dealers and their
animals. While Granda is in the pub
with his cronies, Christy slips off to
buy the beautiful grey filly with which
he has fallen in love. The problem
then is how to tell Ma who is dead

against the horses. Eventually she is
reconciled, leaving Christy free to
dream his dream of becoming a
famous jockey. Christy's Dream, a
story of hope and resourcefulness, is
well served by Binch's talent for
painting both horses and humans.VC

Shimmy with my
Granny
POETRY

***Chosen and illustrated by
Sarah Garland, Macdonald
Young Books, 32pp,
0 7500 2763 0, £9.99 hbk
In this family collection of twenty-
nine, largely contemporary poems,
topics such as babies, family
relationships, dressing up, bedtime,
death, divorce and adoption are
featured. Sarah Garland's illustrations
are synonymous with family life and
in her picture books it is the interplay
between the relatively few words and
the expansiveness of her watercolour
images which engages. Here
however, I feel that she has tried to
cram too much between the covers

so that often there is insufficient
room for words and illustrations to
work in harmony. For instance
Robert Herrick's 'Dreams' is almost
squeezed off the page by two
humorous nocturnal poems and a
jolting clash of mood. Much more
satisfying are her own 'Nan' where
synergy exists between visual and
verbal images, and 'Baby's Drinking
Song' and Berlie Doherty's 'Dad' both
of which have breathing space on the
page. IB

Elf Hill.
Tales from Hans
Christian Andersen

*****Naomi Lewis, ill. Emma
Chichester Clark, Frances
Lincoln, 72pp, 0 7112 1426 3,
£12.99 hbk
Lewis's retelling of classic stories is
justifiably well-regarded, and this
latest Andersen collection, on whose
work she is an expert, can only add to
her reputation. There are nine stories
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in diis volume, and as Lewis points
out in her introduction, some, such
as 'The Princess and the Pea', are well
known while others, such as the title
story, may be new to many readers.
Three of the stories have already
appeared in Lewis's 1986 Andersen
Press publication. The wording has
been changed very slightly, possibly
to allow for greater smoothness in
reading aloud.
Illustrating a classic presents
challenges, but if Chichester Clark
felt any sense of awe in illustrating
Andersen it does not show. As we
have come to expect, her line is
assured and her palette rich. Her
vision of the Little Match Girl
huddled in a doorway and the dying
Emperor in 'The Nightingale' are but
two images which bring freshness to
the familiar.
This collection will ensure the
popularity of Andersen's Fairy Tales
for quite some time to come. VC

Lunch Boxes Don't Fly

Michael Rosen, ill. Korky Paul,
0 14 130020 5

Poppet _ _____

_ ****Dick King-Smith, ill. Mike
Terry, 0 14 130264 X

Super Molly and the
Lolly Rescue _

***Daniel Postgate, 0 14 038228 3
Colour Young Puffins, 64pp,
£3.99 each pbk
These three books, aimed at
'developing readers', are cheerful,
brightly coloured and robust. Rosen's
collection of pieces on the theme of
food contains old and new material
whose rhythms and repetitions are
patterned on humorous
conversations. Korky Paul's gut-
wringing illustrations are suitably
demented ornaments to meandering
rhapsodies about chewing gum,
eating with your mouth full, and that
reliable source of inspiration, school
dinners.
King- Smith contributes a brief tale
about a taboo-breaking friendship
between a mouse and a baby
elephant. Such friendships are
forbidden amongst the elephants
because of the pernicious myth that
all mice are intent on running up the
insides of their trunks. After Momo
the mouse has convinced Poppet the

elephant of the silliness of this belief,
they embark on a bold attempt to
heal the rift between the two animal
communities. This is a beautifully
written little story with a lightly
delivered lesson about tolerance and
prejudice underlying the fun.
Postgate's saga about a girl living in
an ordinary village who comes home
to find that her parents have been
kidnapped by the Wicked Women's
Institute has some marvellous
inventions in it, including a super-
hero lollipop lady who rides into
battle astride the tool of her trade,
and a witch who turns people into
items of furniture. This is
unadulterated slapstick skilfully
shaped into a brief, engaging story.
The humour, pace and direct
language of all three of these books
should appeal to the target audience,
perhaps establishing a motivation to
read more substantial books by the
same authors; more advanced
readers in search of some light relief
might also find the set attractive. GH

Rivals United
0 7500 2794 0

But two minutes later
he was wailing: "Oh
no! Oh, Mum, how
could you? How

could you do
something as
terrible as
this?"

Striker's Boots
0 7500 2793 2

Injury Time
0 7500 2795 9

Soccer Secret
0 7500 2796 7

***Michael Hardcastle, ill. Chris
Leishman, Macdonald Young
Books 'Mega Stars' series,
64pp, £3.99 each pbk
This new series of soccer stories is
suitable for the lower junior football
fan, although they may also appeal to
slightly older reluctant/weak readers
with an interest in the game.
The plots, characterisation and
language are intentionally basic and
relatively undemanding. The stories
have only loose links between them,
in terms of minor characters and
school names but basically each book
stands alone. The series serves up
traditional football fayre - a striker
has to borrow someone else's boots
for a big match (Striker's Boots), an
ace goalie is overshadowed by his
boastful cousin's goal scoring prowess
(Soccer Secret), a star striker defects
to the second village team (Rivals
United) and there is an interesting
tale of a seemingly accident prone
player whose real problem is the low
self-esteem brought about through
the excessively high standards
expected by his football mad father
(Injury Time).
There are simple Roy of the Rovers
style illustrations throughout the
books. AK

Favourite Fairy Tales
Retold by Sarah Hayes,
ill. P } Lynch, Walker, 96pp,
0 7445 6956 7, £6.99 pbk

Celtic Fairy Tales
Retold by Neil Philip,
ill. Isabelle Brent, Little,
Brown, 144pp, 0 316 64796 9,
£16.00 hbk

The 'favourites' in Favourite Fairy
Tales are ten of the classics from the
Perrault and Grimm repertoire,
starting with 'Puss in Boots',
proceeding via 'Hansel and Gretel'
and 'Rapunzel' and ending with
'Cinderella'. In her retellings Hayes
stays well within traditional
interpretations, employing a prose
style characterised by simple
vocabulary, straightforward narrative
and effective use of dialogue: the
result makes for attractive versions
for reading aloud. For each of the
stories P } Lynch provides a sequence
of accompanying full-colour
illustrations, pinpointing key motifs
and dramatic details. These
constitute a stunningly visual second
set of narratives, carefully reflecting
(as in 'The Six Swans' or 'Sleeping
Beauty') the changing moods of the
written texts. This, at its paperback
price, is a real bargain of a book.

Dwarves
from
Favourite
Fairy Tales.

Philip's introduction to his anthology
of Celtic Fairy Tales emphasises their
origins in oral storytelling and
expresses the hope that a new
generation of listeners and tellers will
emerge to savour once again their
magic. Should such an aspiration
become a reality, then this collection
of twenty stories will serve as an
excellent resource. Taking 'Celtic' to
include material from Breton,
Cornish, Irish, Manx, Scottish and
Welsh traditions, Philip retells these
ancient tales in a style combining
simplicity, lucidity and elegance,
qualities which serve to accentuate
their frequently elemental and stark
dimension. Brent's artwork, a
colourful gallery of paintings with
gold leaf effects and decorative
borders, is appropriately reminiscent
of the world of medieval Celtic
manuscripts. RD

'It Wasn't Me!'
Learning About
Honesty
0 7502 2135 6

'Excuse Me' Learning
About Politeness
0 7502 2138 0

You should always be polite too when you
are given a present yourself, even if it is
iximevhing yon already have ...

/ Ov Hint'* tody. N
i Now I've got iwo.. f
V I'm so pleased /

'I'll Do It!' Taking
Responsibility
0 7502 2137 2

**** NON-FICTION
Brian Moses, ill. Mike Gordon,
Wayland 'Values', 32pp, £3.99
each pbk
'It wasn't me, Miss,' is heard all too
often by anyone working in a school.
'Excuse me' and 'I'll do it' perhaps
less often! These little books, aimed at
primary pupils, will help children
understand how important it is to tell
the truth, to use good manners and to
be responsible in their actions. The
funny cartoon-style illustrations
show plenty of anarchic behaviour
which, no doubt, children will enjoy
rather more than the pictures of well-
behaved youngsters. However, there
are good discussion points, and the
illustrations often expand the
meaning of the necessarily brief text.
A page of notes will be particularly
useful to teachers in PSHE lessons,
and each book has a bibliography of
additional stories covering similar
themes. A fourth book in the series is
about respect. ES

Football
NON-FICTION

***Jason Page, Two-Can
'The Sports Club', 32pp,
1 85434 640 7, £8.99 hbk,
1 85434 641 5, £4.99 pbk
One of two publications by 'The
Sports Club' (the other being about
Basketball), this book attempts to
teach the young reader how to be a
star football player. The book covers a
range of topics including ball control
techniques, the rules of the game,
match tactics, pitch layout and team
formation. It contains facts about,
and small photos of, star players from
the past and present, including
Eusebio, Best, Maradona, Seaman
and Stam.
Using computer generated figures, as
well as traditional drawings, to
illustrate teaching points, the book
depicts boys and girls from a range of
ethnic origins practising skills and
taking part in match situations. The
simple layout makes it user-friendly
for young, would-be footballers of
either sex. Association football rules,
including the notoriously compli-
cated offside rule, are explained with
commendable clarity. AK
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REVIEWS 8-10 Junior/Middle

The Ring of Words:
An Anthology of
Poetry for Children
POETRY *****
Edited by Roger McGough,
ill. Satoshi Kitamura, Faber,
248pp, 0 571 19736 1, £8.99 pbk
Robert Frost said 'poetry begins in
delight and ends in wisdom'.
McGough's new anthology (now in
paperback) more than satisfies this
statement. A mixture of classic and
contemporary poems takes the
reader on a journey through themes
of the seasons, animals, family,
school and the world of the
imagination. As Norman MacCaig
says in An Ordinary Day', 1 took my
mind a walk/ Or my mind took me a
walk' and he saw '... how ordinary/
Extraordinary things are or/ How
extraordinary ordinary/ Things are'.
This selection shows the reader all
this and more. There are the pure
enjoyment poems that play with
words and ideas and there are poems
which elicit a deeper response, all
beautifully integrated by McGough
and dazzlingly illustrated by
Kitamura. From Christina Rossetti
and R L Stevenson to James Berry and
Jackie Kay we travel through different
cultures, thoughts, anxieties and
experiences, meeting a colourful
array of characters and situations on
the way. The Ring of Words is an
anthology for every mood, every
moment and everybody and a great
one to begin the new millennium.HT

Trevor McDonald's
World of Poetry
POETRY

***Trevor McDonald, ill. Molly
Sample, Andre Deutsch
Classics, 288pp, 0 233 99511 0,
£9.99 hbk
Rather than A World of Poetry', this
anthology is called "Trevor
McDonald's World of Poetry' and the
title along with the blurb on the
dustjacket is very revealing about the
nature of what is inside. Yes, the
selection 'reflects Trevor McDonald's
own personal taste' and there are
some great classic poems, some
beautiful Japanese verses and the
significant voices of Walcott,
Ratushinskaya and Soyinka; but is

McDonald's 'encyclopedic knowledge
of the world of poetry' truly
representative enough for a book
which claims to be 'an ideal first
anthology for anyone between the
ages of nine and ninety who wants to
explore poetry further'? Where are
the contemporary British voices of
Charles Causley, Carol Ann Duffy,
Simon Armitage, John Agard, Gillian
Clarke and Jackie Kay to name but a
few? Wendy Cope, Matthew Sweeney
and Craig Raine get a look in, and
Benjamin Zephaniah stands bravely
alone, but apart from that this
collection is not representative
enough of the world of poetry for a
first anthology. Far better to start with
A World of Poetry selected by
Michael Rosen for Kingfisher in 1991
or Roger McGough's The Ring of
Words and then come to this
anthology later. HT

Living with Cerebral
Palsy
Paul Pimm, 0 7502 2519 X

Living with
Leukaemia
Patsy Westcott, 0 7502 2518 1
NON-FICTION ****
Wayland 'Living with', 32pp,
£9.99 each hbk
One of the strengths of the 'Living
with" series is that each book
introduces us to real people coping
with disability. As in the other six
books in the series, much good
information is given in a positive,
readable form. The colour
photographs show clearly exactly
what these health problems can
mean to those who suffer from them,
and some of the negative aspects of
treatment are explained in a matter-
of-fact way. SCOPE and the
Leukaemia Research Fund have
worked with the authors in
producing these books. Excellent for
hospital libraries and for upper
primary/lower secondary schools.ES

Bathrooms Through
the Ages
0 7502 2412 6
NON-FICTION ***
Richard Wood, Wayland
'Through the Ages, 32pp,
£9.99 each hbk
Taking a linear approach, these books
trace changes in bedrooms and in
bathing habits respectively from
several thousand years BC to modern
times. Each double spread features
one era. The format is magaziney in
style - three or four 'articles' on each
spread, under an alliterative or
punning headline, give nuggets of
information supported by
illustrations reproduced from
paintings of the time or photographs
of relevant objects. The pages are
further broken up by 'fancy that' and
quote sections which, like the
paintings, introduce the idea of using
original sources to gain historical
insight. The texts have a glossary, a
chronology, ideas for further reading
and an index.

Editor's
Choice
Alice's
Adventures in
Wonderland

*****Lewis Carroll, ill. Helen
Oxenbury, Walker, 208pp,
0 7445 6124 8, £14.99 hbk
First published in 1865 and
never out of print, Alice is to
Tenniel as Winnie-the-Pooh is
to E H Shepard. Bold the
illustrators (and in Alice's case
there have been quite a few,
from Rackham to Anthony
Browne) who have dared to
come between such historic
couplings, fused as they are
forever in our minds.
Oxenbury's Alice, however, so
radically and freshly reframes this
classic tale that it invites the reader to
approach the story anew. Certainly
younger readers will be tempted by
the accessibility of her
interpretations which have a down to
earth quality for all their sensitivity,
ingenuity and wit. Liberated from her
constricting petticoats, stripey

stockings and introspective gaze in
favour of old plimsolls, bare legs, a
short blue dress and an insouciant
air, this Alice lounges confidently at
the Mad Hatter's Tea-Party or faces
up to the Queen of Hearts hands on
hips. Oxenbury's White Rabbit is a
triumph of anthropomorphic
characterisation. Unabridged, this
splendid new version of Alice is both
handsomely and invitingly produced.

RS

At first sight I was put off by the rather
messy design, but am on the whole
won over. Minor irritations - not full
enough credits for the pictures, lack of
illustration for one or two fascinating
items, and a failure to be convinced
that the likely Key Stage II audience
will understand the headline jokes -
are outweighed by the sheer quality of
the information, and the clarity with
which it is given. AG

A Day in the Life of a
World War II Evacuee
NON-FICTION

***Alan Childs, ill. Adam Hook,
Wayland 'A Day in the Life',
32pp, 0 7502 2377 4, £9.99 hbk
This book provides a wealth of
information through different kinds
of writing and a great variety of
illustrations. The story of two
particular evacuees, Mary and Tom,
who have to adjust to a new family,
school and neighbourhood, is told in
large print at the top of each double
spread. Smaller print contextualises
what is happening to the children,
including information about gas
masks, rations, and the home guard;
the open book boxes on each spread
share some personal anecdotes. The
colour artwork bringing alive the
village environment and the
annotated photographs and posters
also feature a range of different kinds
of writing. There are good retrieval
devices - index, glossary, timeline,
books to read and sources of
quotations. So this is an excellent text
not only to energise history lessons
but also to meet the objectives of the
literacy hour. It would be worth
reading at least the narrative
threading through first for sheer
interest and enjoyment. The
possibilities for talk and collab-

oration and the children's own
writing, including the writing of
scripts, are considerable. Feelings
about what happened are given a
welcome emphasis. One child tells
how she was last to be collected after
the sorting. 'Apparently my lady
hadn't arrived. I felt like the scrag
end.' This kind of anecdote and the
picture on the front of a little girl
standing, labelled, with her case and
her teddy bear, make this book much
more than a collection of interesting
facts. MM

My Dear Noel: The
Story of a Letter
from Beatrix Potter
NON-FICTION

*****Jane Johnson, Macdonald
Young Books, 32pp,
0 7500 2847 5, £9.99 hbk

Quentin Blake
NON-FICTION ****
Chris Fowling, Evans 'Tell Me
About Writers and Illustrators',
24pp, 0 237 51971 2, £7.99 hbk
My Dear Noel is a most original and
charming picture book that will
appeal to children from about seven
upwards, particularly if they enjoyed
Beatrix Potter's books when they
were younger. It tells the story of the
friendship between the author
(before she became well known) and
Noel, a small boy who becomes ill
and has to stay in bed. Children are
shown the power of the written word
as it is the letter Noel receives from
his friend which speeds his recovery:
it begins 'My dear Noel, I don't know
what to write to you, so I will tell you
a story.' It was this first Potter story
that was expanded and published
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under the title The Tale of Peter
Rabbit in 1902. Johnson's illustrations
provide helpful insight into the dress,
house and lifestyle of a middle class
family living on the edge of
Wandsworth Common towards the
end of the Victorian era. Thus the
book could enrich a history project of
this period. With this in mind, the
endpapers are also of considerable
interest as a primary source: those at
the front are a facsimile of the actual
letters sent to Noel in 1893 while the
back endpapers provide a more
legible version in the correct reading
order.
A recent addition to Evans' biography
series for children, Quentin Blake is
timely as the book's subject became
the first Children's Laureate last year.
Fowling sets the context of Blake's
early life, telling of a happy, ordinary
childhood 'except of course mere was
a war on', schooldays and recognition
of his drawing gift during his time at
grammar school. There are snapshots
of how his life developed and of the
interesting people he has worked
with - eg Michael Rosen and Roald
Dahl. With a light touch, Fowling
manages to indicate the complexity
of a creative life like this one. We get a
sense of the texture of an artist's life,
particularly in the pages mapping out
a perfect working day.
My husband remembers Blake, newly
out of university, teaching him
English at Chislehurst and Sidcup
grammar school and peppering the
lessons with lively cartoons. It is not
surprising that Blake chose to make
illustration rather than English
teaching his life's work. MM

A Leaf in Time
NON-FICTION

*****David Walker, ill Mic Rolph,
Portland Press, 32pp, 1 85578
097 6, £6.99 pbk
This is an absolute gem of a book.
The author's thesis is that without
plants, which live on air and water
and use sunlight to make food, we
humans would have no air to
breathe, no food to eat, and no fuel.
He explains this in brilliantly simple

(cf. The House that Jack Built or The
Very Hungry Caterpillar) terms
starting with the basic unit of
photosynthesis - the chloroplast.
Now there are as many chloroplasts
in a sycamore leaf as there are people
on this earth, so the total global
chloroplast-count makes a huge
green army to grow our food, provide
our oxygen and keep us warm,
mobile and productive. However
human 'need' for increased
productivity, mobility and warmth
sets up a fossil-fuel consuming
process that is in effect
photosynthesis backwards and this
frantic reversal is upsetting the global
balance in well publicised ways.

David Walker

A LEAF IN TIME

illustrated by Mic Rolph edited by Fran Baikwill

Professor Walker gently urges us to
learn from the leaves - if we could
make solar panels that were as good
as chloroplasts at turning light into
electricity we could slow down fossil
fuel use. And if, he says, we stop
polluting the air and give plants time,
green leaves could save us, by doing
what they have always done.
Seldom have I encountered a text so
simple yet so thoroughly informative
and in its best sense, instructive. It
puts the whole global-warming
scenario before the reader in a series
of courses as easy to absorb as those
of a carefully-planned meal. And, as
with such a meal, a feeling of
intellectual well-being remains after
it, and energy for action is gently
imparted. A leaf, in time, will look
after the whole world; this small but
lovely book helps us understand how.
At the price of two gallons of petrol, it
is worth every penny and deserves a
place on every shelf. TP

What Do We Know
About Judaism?
Doreen Fine, 0 7500 2799 1
What Do We Know
About Hinduism?
Anita Ganeri, 0 7500 2800 9

Here are two paperback titles of a
series that appeared in hardback four
years ago. Each contains much that is
interesting and attractively
presented, with colour photographs:
but the format is irritating and
confusing. Each double page spread
is headed by a question. Sometimes
these questions have to be (almost)
repeated, because there is more
information than fits two pages:
'What are the main Gods and
Goddesses?' 'Do Hindus worship
other Gods?' Sometimes you know
what the answer will be: 'Do Hindus
like music and dance?' Well, yes;
otherwise there will be two blank
pages. Each title has a timeline. The
Jewish timeline shows events in
Judaism; these range from Noah's
Flood to the founding of the state of
Israel. Certainly, these are both
'events' of significance to Jews, but
the first is a matter of faith and the
second an historical fact, and there
ought to be a distinction drawn
between them. Also, is it true that all
Jews believe that God created the
world in six days (p!5)? Has the
theory of evolution had no impact on
Judaism? These are examples of the
difficulty of explaining something as
complex and diverse as a religious
faith within the constraints of this
series format, even if you have
authors of knowledge and ability.
Children of this age ought to be
introduced to the difference
between, for instance, Orthodox and
Progressive Judaism, but Fine has to
scatter the explanations through
several different spreads and when
she comes up with a summary it goes
over the head of her audience. I think
I know what she means when she
says, 'Progressive Jews believe that
being Jewish gives them a common
culture...' but I don't think many 12
year olds will. Ganeri's experience as
a writer of information books for
children shows, perhaps in a clearer,
more approachable, text: but
sometimes I wanted more
explanation. Why is there only one
temple in the whole of India
dedicated to Brahma, the creator
God? CB

Castle Diary: the
Journal of Tobias
Burgess, Page

Transcribed by L , ' , Illuminated b^
Ricb.ird PUrr ',!'" Chris Riddcll

FACTION
*****

NON-FICTION
**Macdonald, 48pp, £5.99 each pbk

Richard Platt, ill. Chris Riddell,
Walker, 64pp, 0 7445 2880 1,
£14.99 hbk
This is a hugely enjoyable slice of
medieval life, generously served in
picture-book format, boisterously
illustrated and packed with character
and humour. It is a means of feeding
some solid historical fact to 9-12 year

olds and presented with such
panache and attention to peculiar
detail that it is the flavour of another
time and place that you will relish.
Platt and Riddell seize every
opportunity presented by the year
Toby spends as page to his uncle, not
only to portray the daily life of the
castle and the villagers but also the
big occasions - the hunt, the joust,
the harvest and the Christmas
festivities. It is a world, too, of small,
recognisable domestic dramas and
amusements: from an itchy new
cotton shirt to some masculine
teasing at the butts when Toby's
prowess at archery is less than
impressive. Toby is at the right age to
be curious about everything, to
wander through the different classes
of castle and village and to begin to
offer his own thoughts on the way the
world works.
But beware. The thirteenth century
was never like this, even for Toby, a
son of the aristocracy. Real Toby
would have been unlikely to be able
to write and, if he could, would have
been a few centuries ahead of his
time in compiling a diary. Even less
likely would have been the prospect
of a cook giving him a sheaf of
medieval recipes to copy out. There
are several pages of'Notes for Reader'
at the back of the book, which give
the historical background to the
diary; an excellent index; and a list of
sources, many of them adult texts.
Despite this show of scholarship, this
book is best enjoyed as a story - one
that will make the study of this period
more interesting and appealing for its
readers. CB

REVIEWS 10-12 Middle/Secondary
The Day My Parents
Ran Away

****Josephine Feeney, Puffin,
144pp, 0 14 038512 6, £3.99 pbk
When dad gets his Deputy Headship
life should have become even better
for Sarah's family. But Dad's nervous
breakdown through overwork
spreads like a virus through the entire
family. Mum takes to the bottle, Hatty

starts stealing, lona needs to go back
into nappies. By the end of the year
the children are in despair and crisis
as their parents have disappeared,
leaving their stressed 14 year old to
cope with her two younger sisters.
This is a family breakdown too. This
novel avoids being formulaic. It is not
a comfortable read; it is a moving,
truthful study of a current, isolating
social problem, which will leave the
reader wiser and definitely
sympathetic. DB

Escape from
Shangri-La

****Michael Morpurgo.Mammoth,
192pp, 0 7497 3096 X, £4.50 pbk

Kensuke's Kingdom

*****Michael Morpurgo, ill. Michael
Foreman, Heinemann, 176pp,

0 434 80418 5, £8.99 hbk
The legacy of the second World War
informs both these novels. Freedom,
the problems of old-age, family love
and loyalty are some of the
intertwining themes in Escape from
Shangri-La which is set in an English
coastal town. Popsicle, an elderly
seafaring wanderer, is reunited with
his son, Arthur, whom he abandoned
in infancy, and with Arthur's wife and
daughter Cessie, just turning twelve.
Popsicle, ill and suffering from partial
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MEW Talent
Fire Bringer

***David Clement-Davies,
Macmillan, 560pp,
0 333 76640 7, £12.99 hbk
When a fawn is born with a patch of
white fur on its forehead in the shape
of an oak leaf, it seems that an
ancient prophecy has come true and
Herne, the god of the deer, has sent a
saviour. But Rannoch, the fawn, is
now in danger and must flee for his
life. A loyal band sets out with him
and the hind he believes to be his
mother...
Encounters with different kinds of
deer societies along the way - from
dictatorships to one dependent on
humans (and culled by them) - are
reminiscent of the political allegories
of Watership Down. Clement-
Davies's anthropomorphised deer
follow a similar quest to establish a
society in which there can be a return
to more 'natural' ways (certainly
none of that awful matriarchy stuff
encountered in one group) in which
laughter, healing and dominant
males are paramount. Other
references suggest such influences as
the bible (when Rannoch cannot be
identified, a plan is put forward to
murder all the male fawns under a
year) and C S Lewis: 'sacrifice shall be
his meaning' says the prophecy and
the reader encounters many

adventures (this book is chunky)
before discovering whether Rannoch,
like Asian, is to die for his people.
If there is some inconsistency in
Clement-Davies's ability to evoke
deer-rich experience (the encounter
with the otter and seal stretch
credulity) he has a strong dramatic
sense and the ability to create a range
of characters as well as providing a
metaphor for the relationship of the
individual to their society and the
nature of their responsibility. This
ambitious and imaginative first novel
promises well for the future. RS

Mister Spaceman

*****

memory loss, is haunted by his
elusive remembering of his first love
Lucie Alice, a young girl who saved
his life after he escaped from the
beaches at Dunkirk during World War
Two.
At first, he is cared for by Cessie's
parents, although Arthur finds it
difficult to forgive Popsicle's
desertion of his family many years
ago. Eventually, Popsicle's declining
mental state makes it necessary to
send him to the dreaded Shangri-La
nursing home, but Cessie keeps faith
in Popsicle and helps him to regain
his full faculties. This results in a
highly improbable but nonetheless
entertaining mass escape of inmates
from Shangri-La, who head across
the Channel on Popsicle's converted
lifeboat to Dunkirk in search of Lucie

Alice. Cessie's understanding and
growing love for her grandfather,
which at times brings her into
conflict with her parents, are
sensitively but entertainingly
recounted in an enjoyable story.
Stories of castaways on desert islands
have enthralled many generations of
readers and Kensuke's Kingdom will
be no exception. Drawing on the true
story of a Japanese soldier who
survived on his own on an island for
forty years after the end of World War
Two, it is likely to be enjoyed by those
who do not habitually read fiction as
well as by readers who do. Narrated
by Michael, 12, who sets off in a yacht
with his parents and dog on a round
the world voyage, the focus of the
story is his survival for almost a year
on a Pacific island. The evolving
relationship between Michael and
Kensuke, the old Japanese soldier
who rescues Michael when he is
swept overboard in high seas, is
delicately and movingly described,
and each learns much from the other.
The details of life at sea and on the
island will fascinate readers with
even a mildly adventurous streak.
Maps track Michael's adventures and
extracts from the ship's log, written by
Michael, include diagrams of sharks
and flying fish. There is a glossary of
Japanese terms and the chapters are
listed in Japanese and English.
Michael Foreman's ink drawings
sweep across a number of pages
breaking up the generously sized text.
While primarily a gripping story,
Kensuke's Kingdom will also usefully
support a number of aspects of the
school curriculum. VC

Lesley Howarth, Walker,
240pp, 0 7445 5908 1, £9.99
hbk, 0 7445 7282 7, £3.99 pbk

iifsley

Thomas Moon lives up to his
surname - a trainee spaceman in his
imagination, just mooning about for
the world outside. He prepares for
astronaut training whilst his real life
is increasingly fraught, climaxing in
suspension from school. There is a
clever use of e-mails, with all the
jargon of their headings to give us
strange messages from beyond. And
the book has some wonderfully
funny scenes where fantasy and real
worlds collide: astronaut training
using the facilities of the real world
has him spending hours in the local
hotel's jammed lift, eating only from
tubes and sleeping vertically in a
sleeping bag fixed to the door. When
suspended, he appears at school,
moonwalking in his space suit made
up of layers of clothes topped off by
six track suits, a rucksack front and
back and a motorcycle helmet. The
two worlds are beautifully linked into
the world of story, a flight of fancy, a
parabola of take off (into space in
one, on the train in another) and
return to earth. Thomas Moon is
brought down to earth, recovered in
both senses. He wonders, having
tricked us too, what you can 'do with
an overactive imagination'. The
answer, in the final line, is a fitting
climax to a very clever and
thoroughly enjoyable hook. AJ

The Story of the
Holocaust
NON-FICTION

*****Clive A Lawton, Franklin
Watts, 48pp, 0 7496 3331 X,
£10.99 hbk
Lawton's record of this century's most
notorious act of genocide begins with
a photograph of the discarded, naked
and emaciated corpses of some of its
victims, heaped without ceremony
into a mass grave at Bergen-Belsen in
1945. This image is superimposed on
a photograph of a village at the foot of
the Alps that, in its picturesque
neatness, could have been clipped
from a travel brochure for a skiing
holiday. As Lawton reminds us, 'it all
happened in a place and in a time not
so very different from our own.'
This is a powerful, understated
account of the Holocaust that allows
images of arrogance, absurdity,

degradation, terror, cruelty and
indifference to speak for themselves:
the vicious caricatures of Jews in the
Nazi school texts; the yellow badges;
a child comforting another starving
in the ghetto; women and children
hurried into the wood to be shot; and
the camps themselves. Lawton has
made the events and their history as
comprehensible as they can be to any
child over the age of eleven. He
touches on the history of European
anti-Semitism, and shows the
conditions in Weimar Germany that
led to the Third Reich. He leads us
through the terror step-by-step. He
tells of collaboration with the
Germans in persecuting Jews in
occupied Europe and of the men and
women, Jews and Gentiles, who
resisted. Finally, he talks of the
aftermath: for the perpetrators, the
survivors and for the rest of the
world. It is an account that is as
conscious of the meaning of each
single tragedy among so many as it is
of the implications of the Shoah for
all of us. Lawton reminds us, too, of
the Romanies, political prisoners,
trade unionists, gays, communists
and Jehovah's Witnesses who suffered
and died with the Jews.
The question, 'Could it happen
again?' is answered in Cambodia,
Rwanda, Bosnia and Kosova.
A list of important dates, a glossary
and an index support the text. A
further reading and viewing list
suitable for teenagers would have
been a good addition. CB

An Interview with:
Jenny Nimmo
Wendy Cooling, 0 7497 3862 6
Michelle Magorian
Kate Agnew, 0 7497 3863 4
Gillian Cross
Julia Eccleshare, 0 7497 3864 2

Anne Fine
Overview by Peter Hollindale,
0 7497 3865 0

Michael Morpurgo
Joanna Carey, 0 7497 3866 9
Theresa Breslin
Lindsey Fraser, 0 7497 3867 7
BIOGRAPHY

****Mammoth 'Telling Tales', 64pp,
£1.99 each pbk
An attractive new series which packs
in a great deal of information. In
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addition to the interview (about 30
pages) there is an overview/essay by
the interviewer (figures from the
children's books world) and a
bibliography - a listing of the author's
books with publishing details/awards
and brief synopses. The interviews,
short and with nicely gossipy insights
into the writers' lives, will interest
children and follow up the National
Literacy Strategy work on getting to
know authors and the body of their
work. The 'overview' sections seem to
be aimed at a different audience and
lack the narrative pull of the
interview. The drawing together of
threads and themes can be
illuminating (Peter Hollindale on
Anne Fine) but it works best when
you have Wendy Cooling (on Jenny
Nimmo) as an enthusiast-reader
persuasively making you want to read
every title. The interviews are
variable too.

**&• i

Nimmo
There is a formula of similar
questions taking in family and
childhood, schooldays and career
which do their job when they spark
off spurts of stories. Anne Fine,
interviewing herself, has the
advantage of not having to waste
questions as well as her talent for
telling tales. Sometimes the
questions are too prominent, edging
open the door but no more: Wlmt
was your most hated subject? -
Geography. What was your worst
subject? - Geography. (Strangely the
same terse replies for both Michelle
Magorian and Gillian Cross - is there
a story here about geography?) These
short books are a nice idea, just right
for quick browsing which ought to be
satisfying in itself as well as sending
children and adults back to the books
for more. AJ

Family Violence
Ronda Armitage, 0 7502 2582 3
Eating Disorders
Jenny Bryan, 0 7502 2581 5
NON-FICTION ****
Wayland 'Talking Points', 64pp,
£10.99 each hbk
Previous titles in this very useful
series have dealt with genocide,
mental illness, alcohol abuse and
slavery. The current titles deal very
directly with difficult subject matter,
presenting uncomfortable facts as
objectively as possible, and
supporting assertions about the
extent of the problems described
with references to appropriate
studies. Both books are written with
great clarity, using simple, direct and

uncompromising prose; both of the
authors are experienced and effective
communicators. The layout of the
books is easy on the eye; the print is
supported by authentic and
modelled photographs (some of the
latter rather jarring in an otherwise
highly realistic series) and the main
body of the text is accompanied by
varied but unobtrusive panels
presenting talking points and case
studies. Glossaries and lists of extra
resources, including websites and
helplines, are included in both books.
The book on family violence is
perhaps the more challenging of the
two. The case studies presented here
make particularly distressing
reading. Ronda Armitage
acknowledges that this problem is
age old, and one of her positive
messages is the recognition that, at
least in some parts of the world,
family violence is now taken more
seriously than it was. Readers may
wince at first-hand quotes like 'we
Chinese have an old tradition of
beating women' (p25) and 'Girls are
not valued in Asian society' (p31):
this is an aspect of the book that will
definitely need teacher mediation.
The presence of violence directed at
men and abuse of partners within gay
and lesbian relationships is also
discussed.
In Eating Disorders, Jenny Bryan also
acknowledges that self starvation,
bulimia and obsessive eating are not
exclusively 20th-century curses. She
does, however, direct much of the
blame for the current prevalence of
these conditions at the fashion and
media industries' promotion of
pathologically thin females as role
models: one of the startling
assertions she presents is that
whereas a quarter century ago
fashion models weighed 8% less than
the average woman, they now weigh
23% less. The negative effects of
media images and popular
prejudices on young men are also
pointed out.
Both of these books are highly
recommended as resources for
personal and social education. GH

A Survivor's Guide to
School
NON-FICTION

**Jeanette Baker, ill. Polly
Dunbar, Wayland 'Survivor's
Guide', 96pp, 0 7502 2477 0,
£4.99 pbk
There are several titles in the
'Survivor's Guide' series covering
Families, Friends, and Love etc. This
guide to surviving school attempts, in
a slightly humorous style, to tackle
thorny problems such as homework,
exams and bullying and includes a
'user's guide' to teachers. The book
combines the author's own
suggestions on how to cope at high
school with apparently genuine
quotes from 11 to 15 year old pupils.
The rather negative message is that
'school's a drag but you might as well
make the best of it'. The fact that the
author is a former journalist for Just
Seventeen magazine and an editor of
MIZZ may give you an idea of where
the book is coming from. Baker
appears to be trying to curry favour
with those young adolescents who
already have a less than favourable
view of teachers and schools. Phrases
such as 'nobody loves a rule more
than a teacher' and a suggestion that
most teachers will advise you that
'life's not fair so get on with the
homework or it will be another

detention for you, Junior', do not
exactly promote a partnership
approach to progress being made in
school. They serve merely to
reinforce an 'us versus them' attitude
towards teachers.
I found the book rather patronising and
full of stereotyped teachers and pupils,
but then, as a teacher, according to
Baker, I will have lost my sense of
humour and developed a mean streak
the size of the Grand Canyon, so I am
bound to be biased. AK

The Kingfisher Book
of Planet Earth
NON-FICTION **
Martin Redfern, Kingfisher,
96pp, 0 7534 0319 6, £14.99 hbk
The publishers invite us in this title to
find out 'how geology and the
terrifying forces of nature' devastate
and shape the surface of our planet.
The whole book is conceived as a
lurid and ultra dramatized version of
that extraordinary gradual thing, the
evolution of the Earth. Trouble is that
when you have gasped in horror at
the big bang, trembled in terror at
typhoons and tornadoes, and
shivered with fright at volcanoes and
earthquakes, the really terrifying -
and devastating - effects of human
evolution upon the planetary surface
do not seem to add up to much. And
nor does this copiously illustrated,
multicoloured (one whole page of
densely packed photo credits)
volume. Save your money for
something else. TP

The Hutchinson Book
of Kings and Queens
of England
NON-FICTION

**Tony Robinson, Hutchinson,
112pp, 0 09 176804 7, £14.99 hbk
This book concentrates on the follies,
quirks and foibles of the various
monarchs delivered in a
conversational, jokey, throw-away
style and the subject-matter is less
than riveting. From the 'Horrible
Histories' school but much more
glossily produced with full colour
illustrations from Tony Ross and
assorted others from the great and
the good of children's book
illustration who all contribute
cartoon type drawings that
complement Robinson's prose style.
The exception is Shirley Hughes
whose Victoria pictures seem
strangely out of keeping. There are
nuggets of fascinating information
but they remain mostly hidden by the
desire to tell a 'good story'. SR

The Kingfisher Book
of Religions
NON-FICTION

***Trevor Barnes, Kingfisher,
160pp, 0 7534 0342 0, £16.99 hbk
Written by broadcaster Trevor
Barnes, this book covers the vast
scope of human belief and faiths
from the religion of the Ancient
Egyptians to (briefly) the New Age
Movement. Arranged in self-
contained double-page spreads, it
looks at the central tenets, founding
figures, deities, sacred texts and ways
of worship of the world's great
religions.
There is a wealth of good material
here, including, for example, an
interesting discussion of reform and
revolution in Chinese religions, a

subject usually glossed over in books
of this sort. Though I personally liked
Barnes' writing style and found it
interesting and even occasionally
gripping (a talent in itself), it seems
in places to be aimed more at adults
than children. For example, phrases
like 'failing to meet humanity's
deepest needs' and 'uncluttered by
ritual' would surely benefit from
further explanation. A more
comprehensive glossary would
certainly have helped to clarify terms
such as 'elemental', 'stable societies'
and 'interdependent'.
My second criticism is that the book
does not fulfil the promises made on
the cover copy of 'placing children
firmly in the centre of the religious
stage and allowing them to
understand what it really means to
follow different beliefs'. Neither the
content nor the rather plodding
design gave any sense of what it feels
like to be part of a religion, or of the
sense of awe and wonder religion
often instils. The book cries out for
something to lift and lighten it,
perhaps interesting artwork or more
inspirational quotes. That said, I am
sure it will make a useful addition to
the RE bookshelf, and be a book for
the whole family to read and enjoy.

AGa

The Kingfisher
History Encyclopedia
NON-FICTION ***
Kingfisher, 504pp,
0 7534 0345 5, £30.00 hbk
The history of the world in 504 pages
is a tall order, particularly if you want
to acknowledge the way in which the
subject has broadened in the last
twenty years. The Kingfisher
Encyclopedia is the work of a team of
writers, some of whom, like Neil
Grant and Fiona Macdonald, have a
number of children's histories to their
credit. They bring to the work
knowledge of societies and cultures
in Asia, South America and
Australasia, as well as Europe and
North America. This allows the reader
(probably a keen 10-14 year old) both
to follow the history of separate
continents and to appreciate the
developments that have brought all
our destinies together on the eve of
the millennium.
The book is cleverly organised in ten
chronological chunks, each preceded
by a world map which summarises
developments in the periods covered.
There is enough clarity of purpose in
the writing and editing to make the
enterprise coherent, despite the
usual reliance on the double page
spread. The prints, paintings and
photographs are generally well
selected and reproduced: but some of
the fill-in illustrations look hasty and
fanciful. The picture of the battle of
Agincourt, for instance, offers a
melee of knights and men-at-arms
but throws no light on the particular
way it was fought.
It is mainly a political history,
emphasising conflict and conquest
and leading personalities (who are
pictured with a potted biography in
the margins). Arts, science and
technology are given short
treatments at the end of each large
section; and there is less weight than
there might be given to social and
economic developments.
The major problem, however, arises
from the size of the project. The
quality of the text suffers. Concepts
are introduced without being
explained, generalisations abound,
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and explanations are sometimes
vague or misleading ('Rivalry
between Catholics and Protestants
caused much bloodletting, and in
England, a civil war'). Sometimes it is

just wrong. For instance, Rousseau's
celebrated 'man is born free, but
everywhere he is in chains' was not a
reference to slavery. Occasionally,
small mistakes have been made, like

captions pointing to the wrong
illustrations.
It is this lack of precision and
accuracy which, despite a full index,

makes the book more suitable to
browse through and whet the
historical appetite rather than to use
as a reference work. CB

REVIEWS 12+ Secondary
Reality Bites Back!

**Caroline Plaisted, Piccadilly,
160pp, 1 85340 591 4, £5.99 pbk
This book began promisingly with
Cassie's problems amusingly
explored, a pleasing page layout and
engaging chapter titles. Plaisted
seeks to set the traumas of the real
world against a glamorous backdrop
of international modelling, dance
school and theatre.
It is in establishing this contrast that
the book begins to lose its initial
impact. Cassie's attempts to get a
boyfriend, amusingly bolstered by
any number of well-intentioned
magazine articles, begin to look less
convincing when her glamorous
international model sister whisks in
from Paris proffering designer gifts
and hair and make-up advice. The
tone of the narrative lacks depth or
anything contentious, although there
are passages throughout where the
original impetus is recreated. A more
consistent stab at realism would have
lifted many of the characters into
three-dimensional existence. VR

What's Your Problem?

****Sherry Ashworth, Women's
Press 'Livewire', 176pp,
0 7043 4961 2, £4.99 pbk
The 'Livewire' imprint offers
consistently insightful books on the
pressures and pleasures of teenage
girls. This novel relates the story of
Jac, whose parents are facing financial
problems which necessitate her
transfer from a private girls' school to
the more challenging atmosphere of a
mixed comprehensive.
Jac's inexperience in this sort of
environment inevitably leads to her
being bullied and it is this
inevitability which provides much of
the book's focus. The net of
victimisation and isolation swiftly
closes in on Jac, narrowing her
horizons until there seems no option
but to accept the way she is treated.
She considers suicide.
Jac acquires a new perspective on her
problems when she researches her
History assignment on the Holocaust
and realises the value of life and the
need to lift the veil of secrecy which
protects bullies. She speaks out in a
class discussion, gaining unexpected
support from her peers who had also
suffered intimidation in silence.
The intensity of Jac's suffering and
the useful list of sources of help for
victims of bullying make this book an
important weapon in fighting a battle
which too many adolescents lose. VR

Holes

*****Louis Sachar, Bloomsbury,
240pp, 0 7475 4648 7, £10.99
hbk
Falsely accused of stealing a pair of
trainers, young Stanley Yelnats is
sentenced, by way of punishment, to

eighteen months of hole digging at the
horrific Camp Green Lake in Texas.
Brutally exhausting as the regime is,
there is, for Stanley, a measure of
acceptance in his attitude to it: over
the generations, after all, many
members of the Yelnats family have
suffered the consequences of having
been in the wrong place at the wrong
time. It is in the gradual revelation of
these past histories and the stunningly
brilliant (but totally convincing)
plotting through which they are linked
to Stanley's fate that the genius of this
novel lies. Its remarkably strong and
colourful characterisation and a
resolution which beautifully balances
art and humanity result in a story
guaranteed to entrance its readers.
And, additionally, to make us
reconsider our notions of crime and
punishment, cruelty and compassion,
guilt and innocence. RD

Little Soldier

*****Bernard Ashley, Orchard,
256pp, 1 86039 879 0, £4.99
pbk
The plight of child soldiers is at last
receiving media attention, and
television images of boys serving in
Zaire led Ashley to write this book.
Kaninda Bulumba, his family
butchered by the ruling tribe in his
African homeland, joins his own
tribe's rebel forces. He fights until he
is captured by UN peacekeepers and
brought to London as a reluctant
refugee. Kaninda dreams of going
home for revenge, but instead is
caught up in another, far more trivial
tribal war, between rival gangs of
youths in the dockland area where
his adoptive family lives. Just as Lord
of the Flies showed children's
violence in a context of adult warfare,
so Ashley castigates all wars through
a pointless but bloody local clash
sparked off by teenage boredom and
aggression. Kaninda is the pivotal
figure in the novel's skilful
interweaving of two wars - one large
and distant, one petty and near at
hand. A note of qualified optimism

concludes Kaninda's tragic and
convincing story. PH

Breathing Fear

****Malcolm Rose, Scholastic,
288pp, 0 439 01060 8, £5.99
pbk
Seb Flude is a talented young rock
musician whose special gift is for
choosing marvellous girl friends with
homicidal fathers. This political
thriller is the sequel to Son of Peter
Flude, where Seb's parents are
murdered by the drug-dealing father
of his beautiful girlfriend Lisa. This
villain has found sanctuary in Brazil,
taking Lisa with him. In Breathing
Fear Seh follows in his father's
footsteps and founds his own band,
Sail. His feisty new bass guitarist,
Jules, turns out to be the daughter of
a ruthless international arms trader,
secretly linked to Lisa's father in illicit
deals. When Sail decide to use their
music to expose them, violence and
danger follow. While Seb struggles
with his turbulent straight
relationships and the risks they bring,
the band derives both musical
inspiration and emotional stability
from the gay relationship between
the drummer Ashley and his partner
Dale. Their brave resistance to
homophobic violence is another
element in Sail's refusal to be cowed
by social bullying and attack. Part
topical thriller (in the wake of 'arms
to Iraq' and 'ethical foreign policies'),
part love story, part behind-the-
scenes tale of rock music, this is a
pacy, page-turning tall story with a
sharp edge of truth. PH

The Sterkarm
Handshake

*****Susan Price, Scholastic, 376pp,
0 590 54301 6, £14.99 hbk
Price's make-believe invention, the
vital part of a secret international
project to colonise and exploit the
past, is the Time Tube (cf. II G Wells,
1895). While the Tube is in use, one
half of it remains in the high tech
surroundings of 'the 21st'. The
travelling end is seen to disappear
into thin air, and to operate in a
different dimension of time, 'the
16th'. Passengers emerge on the wild
tussocky hillsides of the 'debatable
land' of the Borders, the home of
feuding families, reivers, the
Sterkarms. Proud and vindictive, they
hold their land, Man's-Home, by
fighting for it against all coiners.
Their moods and moves swither
according to what they regard as
threat. No handshake binds them.
They do not wonder at the Tube, but
see it as the work of strangers from
Elf-Land. Elves are welcome as guests
bringing 'wee white pills' which
soothe arthritis. As invaders, they are
resisted to the utmost.
In this reversal of folk-tale visitations
(Tarn Lin, True Thomas and others),
the Sterkarms' sodden, smelly
communal life in a tower amongst
sheep and heather is the author's

stunning imaginative creation, fed
and renewed, as is much of her
earlier work, by the dark side of
ballads and tales older than writing.
In response to the detailed clarity of
the descriptions, readers are bound
to set aside any conception of
Sterkarms as uncivilized robbers, the
view held by Windsor, the boss of the
Tube, and reach back to stylistic
features of even older legendary
heroes, or the stuff of Beowulf. For
Price, the war of her two worlds is the
age-old rivalry of nature and science.
The contrasts and conflicts between
the ancients and moderns are
skilfully limned in the character and
actions of Andrea, the energetic,
buxom, go-between anthropologist
employed to report to the
entrepreneurs on the nature and
culture of the Sterkarms.
Sympathetic, intuitive and an
understanding observer, she is safe as
a guest and the prospective bride of
the only son of the family chief and
his implacable, fearsome wife. She
speaks the local language and knows
the difficulty of conducting
negotiations between two groups of
people with irreconcilable notions of
reality and human engagement:
hand-to-hand fighting and kissing
are normal for Sterkarms. When Per,
the handsome, impetuous heir,
Andrea's friend and lover, is badly
wounded in a raid, she organizes his
removal by Tube to recovery in a 21st
hospital. Because Per knows that to
eat the food of Elf-Land is to remain
for ever in thrall, he discharges
himself. In a ring-road subway he
meets another, modern Sterkarm,
homeless Joe, who is glad to leave his
cardboard box to serve Per as his
liegeman. Per's experience of the
actualities of the 21st is one of the
most expertly realized episodes in a
story where attacks and blood-letting
come straight from their atavistic
sources.
When it comes, the inevitable
encounter is relentless and
prolonged. The men of the 21st plan
to shock the Sterkarms into
compliance. The Sterkarms plan an
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ambush to dispatch the Elves and
nearly succeed, but, losing Per bound
and gagged to the invaders, they are
bound to follow when he is again
taken to Elf-Land. Once there, the
Sterkarms fight their way back, laving
waste the installations of the Tube
headquarters. Per goes back to Man's-
Home, as does Joe. Andrea stays in
the 21st, but is not ever fully at home.
Where, now, are the readers'
sympathies, so strenuously recruited
throughout on the side of the
'uncivilized'?
Science now offers writers an
extended range of fictive ways of
coding human values and behaviour.
The Time Tube device works well
enough, adding suspense. But it is
the power of the storytelling, raised
here to new heights by an expert, that
encourages young readers, and
others, to consider what they believe
is of most worth. MMe

Medical Ethics:
Changing Attitudes
1900-2000
Robert Snedden, 0 7502 2215 8

Crime and
Punishment:
Changing Attitudes
1900-2000
Alison Brownlie, 0 7502 2466 5
NON-FICTION

****Wayland '20th Century Issues',
64pp, £10.99 each hbk
Wayland continue to produce these

worthy examinations of important
issues. They are thoroughly
researched, attractively presented
and bang up to date (Crime even
includes the extradition procedures
against Pinochet) but expect only
your alert 15 and 16 year olds to be
able to cope with the complexity of
the issues and the level of the
language. SR

Street Life
NON-FICTION

*****Edited by Jane Cassidy,
Women's Press 'Livewire',
128pp, 0 7043 4968 X, £4.99
pbk
The remarkable thing about this
collection is that there's no moaning
in it. Twenty pieces of writing by
homeless young women and not a
trace of self-pity or even of anger.
Instead the reader is continually
surprised by the optimism,
determination and pride displayed
by contributors in the teeth of odds
which would surely reduce most of us
to gibbering husks.
Nineteen year old Kay won't even
admit she's homeless. I've got a really
nice home," she says, 'and I'm proud
of it.' Home for Kay is an old lorry she
and her boyfriend bought and fixed
up, putting in cupboards,
bookshelves and a wardrobe. There's
a sink with a water butt underneath,
a wood-burning stove, even an old
bath someone had used to mix
concrete in. The couple have taught
themselves maintenance from the
lorry's manual, and Kay is trying to
get onto a welding course 'so I can fix

our lorry myself and make a living
out of repairing others.'
Another contributor relates how from
the age of fourteen she was obliged to
work twelve hours a day in her
family's business and take GCSE
courses in the evenings. Too fatigued
to concentrate on her studies, she got
poor results and was beaten by her
father. Later he raped her, and when
she told her mother she wasn't
believed. The sexual abuse continued
till at nineteen, on the brink of
suicide, she fled her home. Now
housed temporarily in a London
hostel, she says 'but it hasn't stopped
me getting on with my life'.
While I was reading this book I

watched a TV documentary about a
handful of Lloyd's 'names' who had
put up money to make money and
had lost it instead. The possibility of
loss had of course been part of the
deal but they refused to accept this,
whining and moaning and
demanding that the Government (i.e.
you and I) compensate them for their
failed gamble. They should read this
book. It would acquaint them with
loss, and show them how at least
twenty persons with none of their
advantages are handling it.
To read Street Life is to become
educated in a subject whose truths
have for too long been distorted or
obscured by malice, myth and
misinformation. I only wish I had had
a copy beside me when I was writing
Stone Cold. • RSw

Picture books
reviewed this issue
relevant to older
readers:
Christy's Dream (see p20)
Castle Diary: the Journal of
Tobias Burgess, Page (see
p23)

A MULTICULTURAL
+ GUIDE TO*

CHILDREN'S BOOK*

Edited by ROSEMARY STONE

PROFESSOR JUDITH EUC1N
with contrfcuttons from BfK reweweis

Co-pubfehed by BfK and The Reading and
language Centre, Reading

OUT NOW!
A MULTICULTURAL

+ GUIDE TO*
CHILDREN'S BOOKS

0-16+
Co-published by Books for Keeps and The Reading and
Language Information Centre, Reading.
Edited by Rosemary Stones. Bibliography compiled by
Professor Judith Elkin with contributions from BfK
reviewers.
Price: UK - £7.50 (discounts for bulk orders range from 15%
to 60% - call for details). Overseas - £9.50 (airmail only).
A4, 68 pages. ISBN: 1 871566 05 3. Published October 1999.
One of the recommendations of Sir William Macpherson's report on the death
of Stephen Lawrence is that there should be amendments to the National
Curriculum to promote cultural diversity and tolerance. We hope that this
Guide to children's books which reflect a multi-racial society will have a role
to play in furthering these aims.
The mam part is a fully annotated bibliography of children's books arranged
into sections, each with its own short introduction. The selection of titles has
been rigorous - we have chosen the very best. This strong selection is set in
context with articles looking at the current state of our multicultural society.
Scattered throughout the bibliography are pen-portraits of several authors
and illustrators who feature in the Guide,

Phone, fax or E-mail to order your copy today or to receive
more details.
phone: 020 8852 4953, Fax: 020 8318 7580
E-mail: booksforkeeps@btinternet.com
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CLASSICS IN SHORT No.19
Brian Alderson

Ship's boy among the publishers...

Origins (1) anthropological:
Edward Ardizzone's Little Tim, who
stows away on a steamboat and
meets with storms and shipwreck, is
a prototype (however diminutive) of
the Hero venturing to unknown
shores. And he properly meets with
the eucatastrophe of the Happy
Return.

Origins (2) biographical:
Ardizzone was born a hundred
years ago in French Indo-China (his
father was French, of Italian
descent, his mother English).
Coming to England early on, he
spent some dismal boyhood years
in Ipswich, later enlivened by the
arrival of a cousin with whom he
explored the docks and some of the
vessels that called there. Much later
he stayed with a brother in Deal,
and his recollections of that and of
his maritime ramblings at Ipswich
led him to the creation of Little Tim
and the Brave Sea Captain. First
published in 1936, this was the
foundation of his great career as a
children's book illustrator.

Origins (3) commercial:
Little Tim was written out and
illustrated by the artist in a large
drawing book (now in the Victoria
and Albert Museum). By a devious
route it came to the notice of
Geoffrey Cumberlege in the London
office of OUP, who showed it to a
young assistant, Grace Allen,
visiting from the New York office
(and later becoming the great and
much-loved editor Grace Allen
Hogarth). She took the ms. back to
New York, replaced Ardizzone's
cursive script with her own neat
lettering, and had the book printed
as a grand folio by the new process
of offset litho. Summer in the city
was not good for drying ink though
and the paper was printed on one
side only so that blank page-
openings alternated with those
having text and pictures.

The immediate successors:
'Little Tim' began life as a bedtime
story and was dedicated to its first
auditor, Ardizzone's son Philip. Such
was its success, that a companion
volume followed in 1937 for his

LITTLE TIM
AND THE

k BRAVE SEA CAPTAIN

EDWARD ARDIZZONE

sister Christianna: Lucy Brown and
Mr Grimes. It then was only natural
that the two protagonists should
meet, and a year later they set sail
together (along with Mr Grimes and
his redoubtable housekeeper, Mrs
Smawley) in Tim and Lucy Go to
Sea. At this point though more
pressing events turned up and in
1939 Ardizzone found himself en
route to becoming an Official War
Artist.

Transformations:
There were to be no more
appearances of Little Tim in folio
(although in 1947, through the
benign influence of Graham
Greene, Eyre & Spottiswoode
published in large format the
adventures of another intrepid

youth, Nicholas and the Fast-
Moving Diesel). The first two Tim
books were reissued as modest
paperbacks in 1944, and in 1949 the
lad featured in a new escapade in
Tim to the Rescue. The format was
here reduced to that of a 48-page
quarto, and that became the
standard dress for eight more books
about Little Tim, who was often
accompanied by Charlotte (saved
from drowning in 1951) and a
luckless epigone called Ginger. In
1955 and 1958 the two pre-war Tim
books were re-edited to fit the
changed format, although poor
Lucy Brown fell foul of modern
prohibitions (Mr Grimes had
originally picked her up
inconsequentially in a local park)
and she had to be considerably
revised before being allowed out
again in 1970. The seventh volume
in the series, Tim All Alone (1956)
was the first book to win the Kate
Greenaway Medal.

Heroic continuities:
Like William Brown, a near-
contemporary, Little Tim is
unaffected by the storms of life and
survives multiple shipwrecks,
mutinies, stowings-away, and
ferocious bosuns while remaining a
resourceful 8-year-old (or
thereabouts). The formula seems
crude, but criticism is entirely
disarmed by Ardizzone's unaffected
storytelling and fluent drawing.
What good news therefore that all
eleven of Tim's adventures are being
re-originated from the original
artwork and will appear from
Scholastic between now and the
autumn. And when that's done,
perhaps Scholastic will turn their
attention to two of Tim's near
relatives whose stories are equally -
if not more - rewarding: Peter the
Wanderer (1963) and Johnny the
Clockmaker (1960). •

The illustrations are taken from the Scholastic
edition of Little Tim and the Brave Sea
Captain, reissued in 1999 (0 590 11417 4,
£9.99).

Brian Alderson is Chair of the Children's Hooks
History Society and the chief children's hook
consultant for The Times.


